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>> Message from the President

I

Extending the Reach of the IMGL Brand
By Michael E. Zatezalo

Michael E. Zatezalo
President

MGL STARTED THE NEW YEAR WHERE IT thanks to member Tony Coles and his firm Gordon Dadds
left off in 2016 by offering its Masterclass at for co-hosting the reception. It was not only a great locathe National Council of Legislators from Gaming tion but a fascinating historical venue.
States (“NCLGS”) at the NCLGS winter meeting in ScottsHowever, perhaps the biggest news of the new year is
dale, Arizona, on January 6-8, 2017. The IMGL Master- IMGL’s entering into a Memorandum of Understanding
class included panels on the role of Regulators, Tribal with Clarion Event Limited which gives IMGL the option
Gaming Legal Issues with States, and
to conduct Masterclasses at all Clarion
eSports and were well received.
events. We are very excited about this
On February 3, 2017, IMGL and the
Perhaps the biggest
partnership and the opportunity to exlaw firm of Kalff Katz & Franssen
tend the reach of the IMGL brand. If
news of the new year
hosted a pre-ICE gathering of gaming
any of our members are interested in
is IMGL’s entering into
officials and industry representatives at
participating or organizing any of these
a Memorandum of
the Industrieele Groote Club in AmsterMasterclasses, please contact Joerg HoffUnderstanding with
dam, Holland. Over 150 guests attended
man, our past President, who is coordiClarion Event Limited
this invitation only gathering. Justin
nating our Masterclasses and our
which gives IMGL
Franssen, IMGL Assistant Secretary and
Executive Director, Sue McNabb. We
the option to
General Member from Holland, was the
have posted on the IMGL website a list
conduct Masterclasses
host and did a fantastic job. Featured
of the confirmed future IMGL Masterat all Clarion events.
speakers were Erwin van Lambaart,
classes for 2017 as well as the Clarion
We are very excited
CEO of Holland Casino, Peter-Paul de
events where IMGL will have the option
about this partnership
Goeg, Managing Director of Lottomate
of conducting a Masterclass.
and the opportunity to
and Marja Appelman, head of the HolThe IMGL spring conference will
land Casino Commission. It was a very
extend the reach of
be held in Miami, Florida, this year and
informative meeting and great networktakes place on May 10-12, 2017, at the
the IMGL brand.
ing event.
Turnberry Isle. If you have not made
Then it was on to London for the
your reservations to attend, I would sugAnnual ICE conference (February 7-9) in
gest you do now. It should be another
London, England, at the ExCel center. IMGL once again great conference and offers a side trip to the Gulfstream
held a Masterclass at ICE which was very well attended racetrack on Saturday, May 13, with a private suite at the
with 221 attendees (extra chairs needed to be brought into finish line for IMGL guests to enjoy the day. I encourage
the conference room!) and included panels on worldwide everyone to make plans to stay in Miami over the weekend
developments, anti-money laundering and the effect that and enjoy the Day at the Races. Finally, our fall conference
Brexit and the election of Donald Trump would have on will be held in Copenhagen, Denmark, September 10-12,
the gaming industry. IMGL also had its annual ICE re- 2017. Please mark your calendars accordingly. As you can
ception at Merchant Taylors’ Hall in London and experi- tell, 2017 will be a very busy and exciting year for IMGL. I
enced the largest crowd ever to attend the reception. Our look forward to seeing many of you in Miami. ♣

“

”
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>> Letter from the Editor
he current edition of American Gaming
Lawyer is an interesting, eclectic
assortment of articles ranging from
“Personal Perspectives” to International Jurisdictional Updates, with many hot topics
in between.
The issue opens with an excellent history of
gaming in Louisiana, discussing the impediments
to future economic development which are exacerbated by Louisiana’s stagnant gaming statutes.
Chairman of the Louisiana Gaming Control
Board, Ronnie Jones, presents a perfect balance of
the historical development of gaming in Louisiana
based on a combination of his personal experience
in law enforcement and his enlightened economic
development views that could lead the industry
out of its current malaise and into a positive
revenue future.
Under “Gaming Law and Policy,” the issue
includes two “Personal Perspectives” that provide
thought provoking insider views on aspects of the
evolution of gaming. Richard Schuetz offers a
refreshingly humorous assessment of the often
ludicrous breadth, and illogical process, of
suitability applications required by gaming jurisdictions. The second “Personal Perspective” is a
piece by Glenn Wichinsky which presents a
thought provoking discussion of the evolution of
casino gambling and the impact of different generations on gambling, games, and casino development. The cocktail attire and tuxedo elegance of
the past juxtaposed to the untucked shirts, beach
wear and gym styles of today’s gamblers can
make the admirers of a bygone era nostalgic for
the glitz and glamor of centuries past!
The next pair of articles is a fast forward to
very recent changes in law regarding legalized
marijuana and the parallels to regulated gaming.
First, Bacigalupi, Light, Tran, and Rutledge
discuss the potential minefield of state marijuana
laws versus federal laws as related to the highly
regulated gaming industry. The authors have presented well-researched information with interesting questions related to potential problems raised
by the conflicting laws, with thoughts for future
discussion. Next Adam Crepelle – a member of the
United Houma Tribe and award winning filmmaker - provides an overview of the potential of
the cannabis industry on tribal economic development, pointing out parallels to the development of
gaming in Indian Country.
The Jurisdictional Updates section has discussions of recent developments in international
jurisdictions. Dr. Wiklund presents a detailed analysis of Swedish gambling law, focusing on the proportionality test and its parallels between alcohol
and gambling policies. Jakub Kolomicenko presents
an overview of the recent 2017 Czech Gaming Act,

with a candid discussion of
the potential negative
effects of the law. An update
on Illinois discusses a
recent decision of the Illinois Supreme Court, J & J
Ventures, which established
the Illinois Gaming Board’s
Sue McNabb
exclusive jurisdiction over
“use agreements” for video
gaming machines. Author William Bogot offers
his assessment of the prospect for future litigation
raised by the Illinois Supreme Court’s decision.
The next pair of articles focuses on security,
surveillance and safety issues for gaming properties. Florence, Melendez and Flores discuss the fast
paced developments in IT and high definition video
technology which greatly enhance casino security
and surveillance capabilities. The authors have substantial experience advising the gaming industry
on potential security issues and how lax security
can negatively impact revenue streams and compromise the property. Switching to safety issues,
David Willis points out litigation trends faced by
casino properties, which are often viewed as the
proverbial “deep pockets” by some attorneys and
patrons. Willis focuses on the prevention of slip
and fall cases, and offers practical approaches to
minimize or prevent costly litigation and best practices that can be taken should an accident occur.
The final article, authored by longtime
American Gaming Lawyer contributor William
Thompson, presents an enthralling history of the
rise and fall of gambling in Cuba. Professor Thompson weaves through Cuba’s turbulent political history of dictators, mob bosses and other dubious
characters. Professor Thompson’s article is a perfect
lead in to the IMGL spring conference in Miami,
which sits a mere 90 miles from the shores of Cuba,
but which is decades apart in development.
Finally, I would like to thank the many contributors to the Spring 2017 edition of American
Gaming Lawyer. We appreciate your support of
IMGL’s educational mission. ♣
Sue McNabb has worked with the state legislature and served as Assistant Attorney General for the Louisiana Department of Justice and as
an attorney for the Louisiana Legislative Auditor. She has an extensive background in corporate law in the private sector where she worked
as General Counsel of an INC 500 Company and as Vice President of
Administration with a national not-for-profit corporation.
Sue served on the board of directors of the Louisiana
Association on Compulsive Gambling and was formerly a member of
the board of the National Council on Problem Gambling. She also
serves on the board of the Louisiana Center for Women in Government and Business and was appointed by Governor Bobby Jindal to
serve on the Louisiana Women’s Policy and Research Commission.
She received the IMGL president’s award for 2013. She currently
serves as the Executive Director of the IMGL.
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>> GAMING LAW & POLICY
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things
you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails.”
— H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

Riverboat Gaming in Louisiana—
Changes on the Horizon?
By Ronnie Jones, Louisiana Gaming Control Board Chairman
Editor’s Note:
This article has been edited with
the permission of the author from
its original submitted form to
reduce its size for publication in
this printed format. The original
unedited article can be viewed in
its entirety online at imgl.org.
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arly proponents of gaming in Louisiana recognized that folks from
Louisiana liked to gamble. They always had. Lest we forget, it was
Louisiana that brought the country its worst gambling scandal in history in
the form of the Louisiana State Lottery Company. First chartered in 1868 it was
nicknamed the Golden Octopus for its reach into virtually every other state.
Headquartered in Louisiana, it sold 90% of its tickets to residents outside the
state’s boundaries. Not surprisingly its operation was corrupt from the outset. It
was profitable not only for the operators but it was just as lucrative for the politicians on the payroll. It was so successful that extra train cars had to be added
to move tickets and money in and out of the New Orleans-based offices. After
22 years and facing increasing political and social pressure, the operation moved
offshore and outside the reach of federal authorities.

Present day legislative proponents of gaming understood
the reticence of some of their
colleagues. They knew they had
to package the product in a way
that made it attractive to the state’s citizens.
Perhaps more importantly they had to provide
fellow legislators with political cover. Gambling lobbyists had to pivot from the good versus evil argument to one of economic
development. This had to be about jobs and
trickle-down opportunities. The strategy the
proponents had settled on was a template used
in other jurisdictions—riverboats. It was left
to Representative Heitmeier and his co-sponsors to paint a romanticized picture of gaming—reminiscent of hoop skirts, moss draped
trees and the genteel old South.
Heitmeier and his cohorts knew that many
of the opponents of gambling would never be
convinced to legalize “the despicable and addictive vice” no matter the lure of jobs or economic prosperity. They would be “no” votes
regardless. But there were some legislators
who were not predisposed one way or the other.
They had no hardened position on the proposal.
So to ensure passage and convince those in the
middle, bill sponsors promised that the
Louisiana State Police would be designated as
the chief licensing and regulatory arm of the
state. At several opportunities during the contentious debate, State Police representatives testified in committee hearings that, if properly
funded and staffed, the agency was up to the task
of regulation.
What the legislators initially envisioned
and finally proposed translated into legislative
intent and statute. A riverboat casino would be
a paddlewheel-driven vessel with a minimum
length of 150 feet and “of such a type and
design so as to replicate, as nearly as practicable, historic Louisiana river-borne steamboat
passenger vessels of the nineteenth century
era.” And they had to be sufficient in design
and propulsion that they could navigate the
authorized navigable waterways of the state.
The deal had been struck and the votes were
favorably cast for passage.

The legislature limited the
state’s new casino market to 15
licenses and, whether inadvertently
or intentionally, they established a
Balkanized system for accepting,
reviewing and issuing licenses.
Those early years have been variously described
by participants and observers. Perhaps the
most accurate description from my view on the
inside was that it was a slow motion train
wreck.
First came the convoluted licensing
process. The law seemed to be clear to State
Police administrators who believed that the Act
had delegated to them the responsibility for
reviewing license applicants and then awarding
licenses to those most deserving. Others, however, countered that was an oversimplification
of legislative intent. Never mind that the language was straightforward and clear. The law
had also created a Riverboat Gaming Commission, and its political appointees were not about
to permit a bunch of “traffic cops” to make such
weighty decisions. And so it came to pass that
the process was hijacked before it really got
started.
The Commission created, with questionable legal authority, something called a Certificate of Preliminary Approval for applicants
they viewed as most deserving of a license. In
so doing the Commission created an A-list of
preferred licensees before State Police could
even finish the review process. That A-list carried political momentum and virtually shoved
aside the objectivity and independence troopers sought to exercise in making selections. It
should surprise no one that while many
national players in the industry were shut out
of the licensing process, those with local connections and consultants seemed to be given
preferential and more favorable treatment by
the Commission.
Few in Louisiana were surprised several
years later when Edwards was indicted for improperly influencing the licensing process and
assisting his friends and associates. Some were
paid quite well for their counsel and activist

Ronnie Jones

Chairman Jones is in his
42nd year of public service in
Louisiana. His previous
experience includes a 32-year
career in the Louisiana State
Police where he served as the
agency's Deputy Superintendent and managed legislation
which originally legalized
gambling in Louisiana.
As a senior policy advisor to
the Superintendent, he played a
key role in creating the initial
gaming regulatory structure.
He also has extensive experience in the academic sector
in both public and private
universities. He was appointed
Chairman of the Gaming
Control Board in 2013.

Continued on next page
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>> GAMING LAW & POLICY

The Golden Nugget in Lake Charles opened in December 2014.
Recent reports suggest that the Nugget has drawn thousands of new
customers from south Texas to southwest Louisiana and has fueled
significant growth in the area’s customer base. As a result Lake
Charles has now surpassed the other riverboat markets in the state in
terms of gaming revenue.

Continued from previous page
roles in facilitating and guiding applicants to a successful
license award. For his part, Edwards had escaped conviction
in two previous federal trials and most political observers
believed him too smart for federal prosecutors to succeed on a
third try. But his luck ran out in 2000. Four years after leaving office Edwards was found guilty on 17 of 26 counts in
federal court, the most serious convictions being conspiracy
and racketeering. A prominent state senator and one of
the appointees to the Riverboat Gaming Commission were
acquitted. Edwards’ son, Stephen, was convicted on a number
of counts for acting as an intermediary between license applicants and state officials.
Despite the disputes that arose between State Police and
the Riverboat Gaming Commission and the over-involvement
of the state’s chief executive and his friends, family and associates, one by one, licenses were awarded. Those properties
lucky enough to earn a license scrambled to acquire vessels,
execute contracts with dock boards and begin work on landside infrastructure. One grand opening followed another. Ribbons were cut and local politicians competed to take credit for
the anticipated boon to area economies. Jazz bands led excited
customers up gangplanks. But what many of the eager gamblers didn’t initially realize was that they would be on a boat—
a boat leaving the dock, a boat from which there was no escape
until it had completed its legally required “sailing” requirement.
Lost in the exhilaration and anticipation of legalized gambling
in the state was the fact that the legislature had not just au8
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thorized gambling, they had authorized riverboat gambling. The collective groan was immediate.
So while the right to legally play slots and shoot
craps had finally been approved, it had come with conditions. By law the legislature had required that the
riverboat casinos ply the navigable waters to which
they were assigned. The operative word there is “ply,”
as in move around in the water. Boats were required
to conduct two-hour cruises away from the dock and,
except for 45 minutes before and after the cruise, gambling could be conducted only when the vessel was underway. Operators and patrons alike expressed dismay.
The degree of influence casino operators had
over their maritime crews in those early days may
never be fully known. But vessel captains throughout the state began to cite weather, water obstacles and
intemperate tides as impediments to sailing. There was
no limit to their doomsday maritime imagination.
Troopers who were assigned to see that the laws were enforced
and the regulators found themselves in a fog of authority. They
were reluctant to second guess experienced maritime captains.
If, for example, the captain asserted that sailing might imperil
the vessel or passengers, who were troopers inexperienced in
maritime matters to insist otherwise? State prosecutors in at
least two areas of the state grew increasingly suspicious of
riverboat operators and perhaps troopers as well. Grand juries
and indictments were promised if State Police didn’t carry out
its legal responsibilities. The threat of malfeasance charges
was sufficient to get everyone’s attention.
As an agency, State Police was struggling to fulfill its legal
responsibilities, but it was understaffed and underfunded.
Legal challenges proliferated. Those in charge at State Police
found themselves overwhelmed and besieged on several fronts.
They lost more administrative and legal battles in those early
months than they won. Troopers were frequently summoned
to the Governor’s mansion where Edwards sought to control
more and more of the regulatory process. The superintendent and his personnel were publicly cast as being ill-trained
and inappropriately delegated such an important regulatory
role by none other than their own boss, Governor Edwards.
But in time, sanity and stability were restored and a moderate retooling of the original law came in 1996 at the direction of Governor Mike Foster. The legislature consolidated
regulatory authority into one board and finally lifted the
requirement that vessels sail. The boats would be permitted to
remain dockside permanently, but still had to be on water.
Other vestiges of the original law remained in force, such as
those limiting the size of the gaming floor and retaining the
requirement that each “boat” have an operable paddlewheel.
But the changes permitted capital reinvestment into new property designs abandoning the traditional riverboat template that
was originally required.

Margaritaville Bossier City (left) and L’Auberge Baton Rouge are two examples of what engineering and architectural innovation have brought
to the market. At such newer casinos, a customer would never know that he or she had actually boarded a boat.

The current placement of casino properties in Louisiana has fueled significant growth in the area’s customer base. As a
creates roughly four “regional” markets—New Orleans, Baton result Lake Charles has now surpassed the other riverboat marRouge, Lake Charles and Shreveport/Bossier. The predomi- kets in the state in terms of gaming revenue. Southwest
nance of properties in northwest Louisiana was by design, and Louisiana casino revenue was up in 2016 by 36%.
it was a gaming board acknowledgement of the early potential
While the Golden Nugget is no doubt a crown jewel
strength of that market. But nothing lasts forever, and the among all Louisiana riverboats, the state has nothing to comnorthwest Louisiana market base has begun to erode.
pare to WinStar. Our properties are considerably smaller and
A large proportion of the customer base for the Shreve- in some cases considerably older. In fact the construction and
port/Bossier market had been the Dallas/Ft. Worth metropol- design of the 15 “boats” runs along a continuum in terms of
itan area. In 1992 tribal gaming in Oklahoma (Texas’ neighbor appearance. At one end we have first generation boats, which
to the north) was populated with mostly small time operations are of the classic design contemplated in the 1991 law. All are
and posed no immediate threat to northwest Louisiana. No one multi-level, although gaming is not necessarily conducted on
could have predicted the aggressive expansion of tribal casinos all levels. First generation boats are berthed in a variety of
in Oklahoma. The Oklahoma Tribal Gaming Association in an locations including the Mississippi River, the Red River and
annual report for 2016 noted that state has 114 tribal casino other canals and lakes. Some are freestanding vessels with only
operations, and it cites a total economic impact for Oklahoma a boarding platform connecting to dockside facilities, and the
tribes of $7.2 billion in annual operations and construction. A transition from dockside to boat is obvious to the patron.
Continued on next page
short drive up the Interstate from Dallas takes one to Thackerville, Oklahoma, and home to WinStar
World and Casino Resort with more than
one-half million square footage of casino
space. The impact on Louisiana’s northwest
market has been profound. According to the
Louisiana State Police, since peaking in 2008
Shreveport/Bossier revenue is down by 18.7%
or almost $159 million. That’s a net loss of
approximately $31 million in fees to the state.
Further south, with the opening of the
Golden Nugget in Lake Charles in December
2014, all 15 licenses are now in commerce for
the first time since Hurricane Katrina. Recent
reports out of Lake Charles suggest that the
Horseshoe Casino & Hotel is a stationary boat in Bossier City. The casino’s
Nugget has drawn thousands of new customers
29,601 square foot gaming space features 1,372 gaming machines and fifty-five
from south Texas to southwest Louisiana and
table games, as well as 610 luxurious rooms.
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Safety has been and will continue to be a top priority for regulatory authorities and property owners. In 2016, the Red River experienced two
serious flooding events forcing casinos in Shreveport to undergo extensive reconfiguration of boarding platforms to remain open.

Continued from previous page

Others connect more seamlessly to amenity properties.
At the other end of the continuum is the latest generation
of boats which, except for a legally required paddlewheel, do
not look much like boats at all. In some locations, one would
have to look high and low for the paddlewheel, but the law still
requires its existence and troopers must certify that it is operational. The Golden Nugget, L’Auberge Baton Rouge and
Margaritaville are examples of what engineering and architectural innovation have brought to the market. The Golden
Nugget, for example, has a cement hull. None of these “boats”
are going to be navigating any waterways, but all comply with
the law and all rest (at least in part) on water, sometimes sitting
inside cofferdams. At such newer casinos, a customer would
never know that he or she had actually boarded a boat. In between those two extremes are hybrid vessels, which also come
in a variety of designs.
The older first generation boats in particular present their
own set of unique challenges for operators. Operators incur
substantial costs associated with maintaining vessels such as
hull and propulsion system maintenance. Many are required to
have captains and other maritime crew available around the
clock. There are docking issues, ramp and boarding issues,
ventilation issues and silting/river hazards issues. Even the
newest generation vessels must comply with many of the
costly maritime requirements.
Safety has been and will continue to be a top priority for
regulatory authorities and property owners. All understand
that boats present safety issues not associated with land-based
10 AMERICAN GAMING LAWYER • SPRING 2017

facilities. Northwest Louisiana experienced two serious Red
River flooding events in 2016, and both events required extensive reconfiguration of boarding platforms at considerable cost
to the properties and considerable effort on the part of regulators. Facing potential shutdown in gaming activities, the affected
properties adjusted, acquired the necessary inspections and
approvals, and remained open.
Our board is keenly aware of the potential dangers posed
by vessels berthed in waterways heavily populated and navigated by industrial traffic. Their vulnerability should concern
us all, the legislature included.
Louisiana remains as one of the last states which ties gaming to boats. Virtually every other state has abandoned the
requirement. Our neighbors to the east made adjustments to
their law as far back as 2005. Prior to that, casino properties
in Mississippi had to be floating, albeit permissibly on barges,
but floating nonetheless. The change in the law permitted casinos to move out of the water, and the law for two coastal counties was further revised after Katrina, authorizing casinos to
move 800 feet inland from the mean water line.
Despite the complications for riverboat operators posed by
a body of law now more than 25 years old, overall gaming revenues in the state continue to constitute a huge part of the
state’s economy. Gaming in the state in 2015 generated over
$3.2 billion in revenues and over $729 million in state and local
fees. Those figures are only surpassed by revenues in 2006 and
2008, when they surged during post-Katrina and post-Gustav
periods, and the figures for 2015 represent a 58% increase over
2014. Out of all forms of gaming, riverboats constitute the

largest percentage of the gaming market in Louisiana, and
their role as primary contributors to gaming revenue ensures
their long-term viability and economic potential critical to the
state’s revenue stream.
We know that the primary reason for legalization of riverboat casinos was economic development, and no one can deny
that the goal has been accomplished. Riverboat gaming has
generated more than $27 billion in gross revenue and more
than $6 billion in fees for local and state government since
2000. The casinos act as an economic generator for the state
providing employment to more than 20,000 individuals, mostly
Louisiana residents. The annual working payroll exceeds $348
million. In a recent three-year period, riverboat casinos
invested more than $45 million in capital improvements. Those
improvements translate into jobs and goods and services. Even
though 2016 riverboat revenues were down by 2.7% compared
to the previous year, they still managed to provide $688 million
in revenue.
I think state and local elected officials understand the importance and value of riverboat gaming in Louisiana. I think
they also understand that competition for the gaming customer
is only going to become more challenging. Neighboring markets continue to evolve, and it has become evident to many
Louisiana policy makers that current law and regulations are
overdue for review. Those concerns over economic development complacency and outdated law were likely motivating
factors which lead to passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution
17 and creation of our study group.
Senator Ronnie Johns (Lake Charles) recognizes that riverboat gaming is an industry that was created to promote economic development and opportunity. He and his colleagues
introduced and passed the concurrent resolution creating the
Louisiana Riverboat Economic Development Task Force
during the 2016 regular legislative session.
The Task Force is charged with reviewing current riverboat gaming law and regulation and making recommendations
for changes to the legislature. The group’s composition is
diverse and includes representatives from the legislature, the
offices of governor and lieutenant governor, the Department
of Economic Development, the Louisiana State Police, the
Attorney General and the industry. Meeting the second Tuesday of every month (except when the Legislature is in session),
the Task Force has already begun the process of hearing from
owners and stakeholders. Meetings are streamed live on the
Legislature’s website, and previous meetings are also archived
there. All documents and presentations generated by the Task
Force can be found through a link on the Gaming Control
Board’s homepage (http://lgcb.dps.louisiana.gov/).
Thus far members have been provided with a history of
the industry’s development in Louisiana and the current regulatory framework. They were also briefed on the state of current and emerging gaming technologies by representatives of

Gaming Laboratories International. A series of presentations
by licensee CEOs is underway with Boyd Gaming’s President
and CEO, Keith Smith, and Pinnacle Entertainment’s Anthony
Sanfilippo making early appearances. The Executive Director
of the American Gaming Association, Geoff Freeman, visited
with the Task Force at the January meeting, and the CEOs of
Tropicana Entertainment, Caesars and Landry’s (Golden
Nugget) are scheduled to be heard in the months ahead.
We anticipate that in the fall of this year the Task Force
will wrap up its work with testimony from problem gambling
treatment advocates, maritime consultants and the Coast
Guard. At the appropriate time, local chambers of commerce,
port officials and political leaders where boats are located will
have an opportunity to address the Task Force.
The group hopes to have all testimony concluded by the
end of 2017 and will begin the process of crafting recommendations to offer the legislature.
I cannot predict what path the Task Force or the Legislature will pursue. Early in the game, a primary issue of discussion has been the whole riverboat concept. We’ve also heard
from industry representatives about the manner in which complimentary items are taxed in Louisiana and the size of gaming space, a finite compact area that was designed for a fairly
standard size slot device. We know that to attract patrons to
Louisiana properties, casinos will have to be competitive in
terms of new device technology.
Senator Johns’ resolution designated me as the group’s
chairman and while I’m honored to serve in that capacity, I cannot be the flag bearer for legislative change. I am the chief
regulator. I cannot lead the charge; I can only facilitate
the discussion and provide guidance and counsel to the process.
The gaming industry and its supporters must do the hard work
of urging legislative change.
A longtime friend (journalist and author) questioned my
leadership role on the Task Force suggesting that as the Gaming Control Board chairman I should “just regulate based on
current law.” While I agree that I must fulfill my fundamental
responsibility as regulator, I also know that if in fact riverboat
gaming is about economic development, I believe I can ethically navigate the role of regulator and that of facilitator of the
Task Force’s deliberations. Philosophically, I brought to this
position a belief that if regulation is carried out in a fair and
transparent manner and licensees understand what the rules
are and follow the law, we can create a regulatory environment
that promotes not only the state’s economy, but the industry
as well. In the end the state’s citizens can rely on my vigilant
oversight as a regulator. Perhaps if the Task Force is successful the state’s citizens can also enjoy the benefits that the associated economic development can bring to every corner of the
state. Twenty years from now I don’t want to be disappointed
by the things I didn’t do. ♣
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TATTOO
YOU
By Richard Schuetz

I

joined the casino industry as a dealer at Harrah’s Club in Reno in the early
1970s. As I continued to move up through the ranks of the business I came
to discover the necessity of being licensed as a key employee, and this
process carried with it the requirement to fill-out a somewhat involved application. My first experience with the background check and the application was in
Nevada, and as I began to migrate across the United States as a casino executive in other jurisdictions, I soon had the opportunity to experience applications
from these other states and that was always interesting.
This entire process really went on
steroids when I was invited to be on the
board of directors of Shuffle Master
Gaming. Once I accepted this appointment I met two of Shuffle’s lawyers, who
in concert with three additional staff
members were my escorts through the
application process in a large number of
jurisdictions around the world. This
included far away places like New Zealand,
Australia, and across Europe. It included
tribal commissions across the United
States and the First Nations in Canada, as
12
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well as a number of state gaming regulatory agencies. Even more interesting,
these applications were all different, some
in minor ways, and some in significant
ways.
Back in the day, I seem to recall that
the state of New Jersey won the title of
longest application, and one of the riverboat states printed its application on a light
pink paper I was supposed to use, but the
point was that the applications were often
different, and besides this being a pain, it
carried with it certain risks.

Every gaming application I have ever
seen, and I have seen a lot of them, contains
the stern warning that a failure to answer
a question truthfully can affect the outcome of the suitability finding. Furthermore,
one quickly learns in this industry that if
you get crosswise with one jurisdiction it
can have implications in other jurisdictions, that is, it can domino. This reality
became a real concern to me because with
a great many different and unique applications, the possibility existed that I could
become confused as to exactly what a particular jurisdiction wanted in response to a
question. Nevada had been in the gambling regulatory business for a great many
years, and there was a substantial amount
of institutional knowledge around with
respect to how they wanted things done,
and how each question was to be
answered. In many of the new jurisdictions, however, this was not the case.
This made the experience somewhat
daunting.

In response to this absence of application
harmonization, a number of responsible people
in different jurisdictions began working together
to develop a more uniform product, and the end
result of this experience was the Multi-Jurisdictional Personal History Disclosure Form. This
ushered the dawn of a new age in the gambling
application in the early 2000s, and those involved
should be proud of their efforts at this Herculean
task. This was a material leap in sanity for all
involved in the industry, and those facilitating this
advancement should be recognized as the vanguard of a better harmonized regulatory environment. While the end product was lengthier than
any of the composite parts, one should expect
this, for the effort was to provide a comprehensive
list of questions. In addition, because of the particular nuances of each jurisdiction, many also
required a supplemental form to accompany the
Multi-Jurisdictional form. This would include
aspects unique to the state or country, such as
immigration status and related disclosures, taxation issues, and how the release of personal
information was to be handled and acquired.
When one views the Multi-Jurisdictional
form, the first instruction, listed as I.a., is:
You must make accurate statements and include
all material facts. Any misrepresentation, or the failure to provide requested information, may result in the
denial of your application.
This instruction is probably the most important that there is on the application. Then,
on page 4 of the application comes the following
question:
DO YOU HAVE ANY SCARS, TATOOS,
OR OTHER DISTINGUISHING MARKS
AND/OR CHARACTERISTICS? IF SO,
PLEASE DESCRIBE.
Following this question, in the event the
applicant missed this theme with instructions
I.a., comes the following warning:
IMPORTANT

FAILURE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTION
ON THIS FORM COMPLETELY AND
TRUTHFULLY WILL RESULT IN
DENIAL OF YOUR APPLICATION.

What I would like to suggest here is that this
question probably does not belong on an application to determine if someone is suitable to participate in the gambling industry.

To address the low fruit on this tree first, let’s
start with the listing of scars. The most obvious
scar on many men is a circumcision, a scar that is
carried by more than 80% of the US males between
the ages of 14 and 59. Several points here:
■ I doubt that most men possessing this scar
have listed it on their multi-jurisdictional
applications, and I have never heard of an
investigator checking the veracity of an
applicant’s response in this area.

■ I have never had a legal counsel I was
working with on an application ask me
directly whether I was so scarred, or made
any effort to acquire this information
(to my knowledge).

■ I also can’t believe that, as threatened in
the application, that the failure to answer
this question “completely and truthfully”
will result in a denial of the individual’s
suitability. In fact, I am very much of the
opinion that there are many individuals
working within our industry, who are quite
honest and honorable, and who are being
quite useful and productive, who have not
included this fact about their anatomy on
the application. I also doubt that the
industry will be ravaged by a purge of
those that have declined to list this information. No, they will continue along as a
licensed member (no pun intended…okay,
pun intended) of the industry, having
knowingly or unknowingly provided an
error of omission on the application, and
no one really cares.

Beyond this example, there are many other
additional reasons why an inquisition into the
scar landscape of an individual’s body is probably inappropriate. This would include certain
issues surrounding the privacy of medical information that can often be revealed by scars. More
importantly, what great insight is gained from
the knowledge of the scars on one’s body in
determining the suitability of an applicant for a
gaming license? I know of no instances in all of
licensed and regulated gambling where a scar has
come into play regarding the determination of
suitability of an applicant. “Damn, but for that
Continued on next page
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“Damn, but for that scar, I could have been a contender,”
Continued from previous page

is a sentence never uttered in the world of regulated gambling, at least to my knowledge.

scar, I could have been a contender,” is a sentence never uttered
in the world of regulated gambling, at least to my knowledge.
And so too it is with tattoos. The presence of a question
concerning tattoos originates from law enforcement, often the
source for human resources as a regulatory agency is initially
constructed. There was a day when the adornments of one’s
body with tattoos was a sign that the person was certainly not
mainstream, and as such, potentially suspect. Furthermore, it
was once apparently true that people with tattoos were more
likely to have had an adverse experience with the law enforcement or the judicial system, but today tattoos are sported by a
more broad-based demographic. There is also the argument that
a tattoo might provide some insight into a criminal investigation.
In some traumatizing crimes, such as a rape, the victim may
remember little, but will recall a distinctive tattoo or marking,
and in this sense that information could prove of value in solving a crime where such a bit of evidence could prove pivotal. But
in a regulatory environment we are talking about suitability and
not crime solving, and we are also talking about a modern world
where a tattoo is more the rule than the exception.
There are those who might argue that a tattoo can provide certain insight into a gang or group affiliation, but if the
background investigation is unable to ascertain that the individual was a member of the Sinaloa Cartel, the Crips, or the
KKK, without the knowledge of the applicant’s skin markings,
well, that agency is probably lost as an investigatory entity anyway. Also, one would suspect that if the applicant did have
some great statement on his or her body of their homage to
white supremacy, to Carlos the Jackal, or whatever, he or she
would probably lie about such a memorial emblazoned upon
their body on the application, and I know of no regulatory
agency that employs a body viewing process to audit scars and
tattoos of all applicants. And if an applicant can fool an investigatory agency into believing that he did not belong to a
gang or mobbed-up entity simply by keeping his shirt on, well,
again, those investigators are so lost that nothing will probably
awaken them.
More importantly, this type of information simply is not
the business of the government. Let us just imagine that a very
modern and respected general counsel, during her college
years, may have had a spring break experience that ended up in
a tattoo parlor, and maybe at the time it seemed quite brilliant
to have a small heart placed on her inner thigh. Do we believe
that this individual is going to faithfully disclose this bit of
information to be incorporated on a suitability application to
be memorialized on a government database? Or imagine the
Ivy League graduate who may now be a chairman of the board,
who, in a college-drinking episode had “Yale Sucks” put on his

butt. Do we really believe that this is critical information to
determine his suitability, and that he is going to faithfully disclose such a bit of information for many a bureaucrat to share?
(One can only imagine the repercussions if it were the case that
the head of the regulatory body had in fact graduated from
Yale). The point is, it is foolish to ask this question, and it is
even more foolish to expect the applicant to answer it honestly.
No, the point is that scars should have never been an area of
inquiry, and the relevance of tattoos should be assigned to a
bygone and antiquated era.
Regulatory cooperative efforts that attempt to enhance
harmonization tend to be accretive in nature, implying that if an
error is to be made it will be to include more, not less. Furthermore, in the United States, regulatory agencies are
monopolies, and monopolies tend to be very slow to change and
innovate. Finally, as regulatory agencies are formed in most
states, they draw heavily from law enforcement to fill their
ranks. It is these conditions that have probably assisted in regulators from across the United States asking inappropriate
questions concerning scars and tattoos that do not really
advance the exploration of suitability, and least in this day and
age. We often do things because we do things. One would hope
that as we mature as regulators that we would become better at
developing a public policy calculus that weighs the intrusiveness of the inquiry against the potential gain from the information acquired, but these types of mature discussions are
rather quite rare. This results in what my favorite gaming
attorney refers to as voodoo regulation, that being we do things
because we say we can, not because they build better regulatory schemes. Asking about scars and tattoos in this day and
age is contrary to all things that a regulatory agency should
stand for in that it potentially encourages evasion and deception
upon the honest, and that is a terrible thing for a regulatory
entity to encourage. Furthermore, these questions provide
little insight into the whole question of suitability.
A cornerstone of the US regulatory model is the
importance of the suitability of the participants, and this is
for two good reasons. The first is that the best model we
have of determining future behavior of an individual is past
behavior, and so by only allowing people to participate who
have not been mischievous in the past, we reduce the risk of
there being future mischief within the industry. In addition,
suitability is important because the background of the participants can shape the image of the industry, and this
industry best flourishes when it is considered to have a clean
and positive image. Neither of these important goals is
adversely affected by eliminating questions about the characteristics of one’s skin, for in this day and age it is a waste
of time and patently annoying. ♣
As of March 10, 2016.
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MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
Rutledge named Gaming
Law Committee chair of
ABA Business Law Section
Karl Rutledge of Lewis Roca
Rothgerber Christie LLP has been
appointed as chair of the Gaming
Law Committee of the American Bar
Association Business Law Section.
Rutledge is a partner in the Gaming
Practice Group in the firm’s Las Vegas office. He focuses
on Internet gaming, sweepstakes, contests, privacy policies
and website terms and conditions.
His one-year term as chair of the ABA Business Law
Section Gaming Law Committee begins immediately.
Rutledge previously served as the Committee’s Director
of Programs.
“I’m honored to be selected to lead the Gaming
Law Committee. As the industry grows it’s imperative
that we understand the importance of working with
counterparts in other areas of the business world to
improve each others’ understanding of our impact on the
country’s economy,” said Rutledge.

UNLV Appoints Brett Abarbanel
as the New Director of Research,
International Gaming Institute

The University of Nevada, Las Vegas, recently appointed
Brett Abarbanel as the International Gaming Institute’s new
director of research.
Abarbanel studied statistics and architecture at Brown
before pursuing graduate degrees in hotel/hospitality administration at UNLV. Combine this with a childhood near a horse
track and a friend who knew poker, and this is how Abarbanel
became the perfect combination of spectator and participant,
scholar and lifelong student. Her path has prepared her well for
her new role predicting and progressing the gaming and gambling research that will keep UNLV at the forefront of the field.
Abarbanel focuses on all the latest and greatest in the
gaming and gambling industry, including eSports, regulation
and policy, and developments in consumer behavior.
She states regarding the new UNLV e-sports lab,
“E-sports has been around for a while but really boomed in the
last couple years. Because we’re UNLV and in Las Vegas, we
want to look at e-sports as it’s relevant to gambling and how
those worlds interact and collide, so we’re building out an
e-sports space that could exist within a casino.”

INTERNATIONAL MASTERS OF GAMING LAW
IMGL wishes to thank the spring
conference co-chairs, committee
members, the moderators and the
panelists for the contribution of their
time and efforts in putting together the
excellent educational opportunities
IMGL is proud to provide at the
Spring 2017 conference.
SPRING CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRS

Turnberry Isle Miami
Miami, Florida • May 10-12, 2017

Marc C. Dunbar

Daniel Wallach

Partner
Jones Walker

Shareholder
Becker & Poliakoff, P.A.

www.IMGL.org
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Glory Days: At the height of its glory in the 1950s,
the Sands Las Vegas hosted its share of high profile
guests including Rat Packers (pictured left to right)
Peter Lawford, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Sammy Davis Jr. and Joey Bishop.

The Casino Gaming Industry—
A Generational Perspective
By Glenn E. Wichinsky

A

s a second generation gaming executive, I have witnessed incredible

changes in the casino gaming industry. While these changes have often
been difficult for me to fully take in and comprehend, I think they can be

best understood by taking a long view of how the casino industry has evolved.
My father, Mickey Wichinsky, was an
early pioneer of the Nevada gaming
industry and began his journey through
the gaming industry at the Sands Hotel
and Casino in Las Vegas in the mid-1950s.
During my early teen years, I would travel
to Las Vegas to visit him and stay at the
Sands Hotel. These were the times of the
Rat Pack, with Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and Sammy Davis Jr., often in plain
view on the casino floor and hotel premises where they entertained friends and
guests.
Dress attire was more formal and
classy in the hotels during this era and the
casinos preferred to cater to the high
rollers. Guests were paged over the public
address system when they were receiving
a phone call through the hotel operator.
16
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Cellular technology and smart phones
were in the unimaginable future, and the
younger generation had not become what
rock star Tom Petty calls “palm gazers.”
This was a time where people went
to majestic hotels and elegant casinos to
be seen and entertained. A walk through
the now extinct Riviera Hotel and Casino
evidenced brilliant plush red carpets and
crystal chandeliers. Patrons were expected to conform to a dress code. There
was live entertainment and headliners to
enjoy, with musicians and live orchestras
accompanying them in their showroom
performances.
Times have now changed: the names
of headline entertainers are no longer as
prevalent on hotel signage as they once
were; orchestras are no longer a fixture of

live entertainment venues; and the observed
dress code that is now more commonplace
with many guests and patrons in a hotel
and casino involves wearing tee shirts,
shorts, a baseball cap and carrying a can
of beer.
Gaming, in some manner and fashion,
has always had an attraction in society. To
some, it was an opportunity to become
lucky at a game of chance and to walk
away with unexpected riches. To others,
it can be a means of escaping the challenges we face in life, to place cash or
other monetary consideration into a gaming device and to press a button endlessly
into the day or evening while staring into
some foreign or distant space. Yes, there
are still serious gaming players that you
will observe in the casinos, but there are
also many casino guests and patrons who
sit in front of a gaming machine and play
the game just to pass time. Often, when
successful in winning their jackpots, many
do not even fully comprehend why they
even won. It is entertainment at some
level within a person’s own mind.

The early days of Vegas
was a time when people
dressed to the nines to
be seen and entertained
at elegant casinos.

My father devoted fifty years to the
gaming industry. Although I followed in
his footsteps and have been actively
involved in the gaming industry for over
thirty years, I am not a gambler. Maybe I
have placed $10 once in a while in a video
poker machine with an attempt to hit a
royal flush, but never more than that. The
reason was a basic principle that my father
taught me. This was the setting and lesson
that I was given:
When I was seventeen years old, I

was sitting in the coffee shop of the Stardust Hotel with my older brother Steve. I
spent most of my childhood years in
Miami and I was visiting Las Vegas. We
were sharing some time together over
vanilla milkshakes. Steve asked me to look
up at the wall of the restaurant at what he
referred to as a Keno Board. He asked, “Did
you ever play Keno?” I had never heard of
it before. Although I was underage at the
time, he gave me a Keno card and black
crayon and instructed me to place an X

PHOTOS BY THE LAS VEGAS NEWS BUREAU

over eight numbers. He explained that if I
matched at least five of the eight numbers,
I would win money. I didn’t give it much
thought, marked off eight numbers, and
returned the marked card to my brother,
who gave the Keno card to a Keno runner
along with a $1.20 bet.
When the game began, I watched the
twenty called numbers begin to appear on
the lighted display, one at a time. I told him
that I had five matching numbers, then six,
and then seven of eight! My brother
AMERICAN GAMING LAWYER • SPRING 2017
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grabbed my stamped Keno card from me, looked in amazement
at the Keno board which had displayed the results of that particular game, and literally ran across the casino floor to redeem
the winnings at the casino cage. He returned to the restaurant
with $2200 in his hand and then gave me about $300. He said
something about having to pay taxes!
I saw my father that evening and told him what had occurred.
I thought he would be happy for me, but he wasn’t. What followed
was the one and only time in my entire life my father ever reprimanded me. He made it unmistakably clear that if you want to be
successful in the gaming industry, you don’t gamble! This is no
different that if you owned a liquor store and acquired a desire
for drinking alcoholic beverages, he said. Over his years in Las
Vegas, he told me, he had seen too many people shatter their lives
because they could not limit their gambling.
My father then told me about some people I knew who had
operated small, wonderful restaurants in Las Vegas that we
would often frequent. There was a small speakeasy-type Italian
restaurant on the east side of Las Vegas. The owner/chef made
spectacular, authentic entrees and posted his daily menu by hand
on a blackboard. But his restaurant had closed. He had lost his
customers not to competition or a decline in the quality and service. Rather, his restaurant closed because he had acquired a gambling addiction and spent his profits in the casinos. When he
lacked money to purchase food supplies and merchandise for his
restaurant, he began to approach his regular customers for personal loans. Ultimately, my father told me, his gambling addiction
cost him his business. This same scenario played out far too often
in Las Vegas and elsewhere, and my father was adamant about
how his children should never partake in the industry that they

rely upon for their income, their career, and their future.
So today, I continue to actively participate in the gaming
industry as a gaming attorney, gaming executive and consultant.
But the conflict about gambling which was planted in my mind
many years ago is still present. Though some may think it is
paradoxical to avoid gambling when I earn my living from it,
my father’s lesson was a powerful one.

CHALLENGES AHEAD FOR THE GAMING INDUSTRY

The casino audience is changing by the minute. With some trepidation, industry leaders are exploring ways to attract the next
generation of gamblers, the Millennials. What will it take to
entice these people into spending their “discretionary dollars” in
traditional casinos? Is the answer social gaming mobile apps and
other online applications? The gaming industry knows that
figuring this out is vital to the future of the industry.
The gaming industry maintains that almost all gaming and
casino players can be financially responsible and can self-regulate their gambling conduct. The gaming industry refers to this
concept as “responsible gaming.” Can people truly regulate how
much money they will spend in pursuit of gaming or entertainment value in a casino? Many of us can, but sadly we know that
a portion of gamblers cannot resist the urge to play one more
hand or one more game. This issue continues to be researched
and actively addressed each day in our industry. I will reserve my
opinion on this issue for another time.
If we view the desire to gamble from a generational perspective, we can chart a course beginning with the era of my grandparents. My grandparents came to the United States at the turn of
the 20th century from Eastern Europe. My maternal grandfather, I have been told, boarded a passenger vessel
in Holland to come to America. At the time, he had
absolutely nothing to his name. However, after playing in card games on the vessel during a three week
transatlantic journey to America, he had enough
money in winnings upon arriving at Ellis Island in
New York to begin his trade and business as a barber. By gambling, he had nothing to lose, and everything to gain.
My grandparent’s generation enjoyed the
excitement of horse racing and its social environment. Spending a day or evening at the racetrack
was both a form of gambling and a type of social
connection. They would study the past performance of the horses and jockeys and make the best
educated guess on who would win.
But as we know, over the years, there has been
a decline in interest in the horse racing industry.
This began with my parent’s generation who enjoyed
the casino gambling and live entertainment scene
which was prevalent in the 50’s and 60’s. A day of
sitting in the stands at the race track on a long, hot
afternoon lost much of its appeal.
PHOTO BY TOM BRIGLIA/PHOWith the decline in revenues at the race tracks
In a way to attract the Millennials, GameCo’s debut of its Video Game Gambling
came
attempts
to save the horse racing industry with
Machine (VGM) provides gamers with the opportunity to gamble playing video games
the
introduction
of “racinos.” Racinos are casinos
at the casino for the first time ever. The premier game, titled “Danger Arena” is a
first-person action video game in which player skill determines the payout.
which operate at regulated horse racing venues.
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“

The gaming industry will
continue to evolve. Those who
work within our industry must
exhibit the creativity, ingenuity
and talent once seen as exclusive
to the computer industry. There
are challenges ahead, and it will
be essential to ‘think outside
the box’ and to be realistic in
our strategic approach.

”

While racinos have not saved the traditional
horse racing industry, they have provided
some level of revenue to those who rely on the
horse racing industry as investors, participants or employees.
My parent’s generation as well as many
“baby boomers” continue to frequent casinos
to play table games or the gaming machines
operating on the casino floor. But as this population demographic ages, and the need to
address medical bills and other issues facing a
senior population increases, the industry fears
a decline in revenues from the traditional regulated state casino gaming venues. In fact, in
looking at the preferences of Millennials, the
casino gaming industry accepts as inevitable
that gaming revenue will be supplanted by the
dollars generated through the entertainment
activities that Millennials favor over gambling.
As Millennials spend their discretionary
dollars in nightclubs and drink, hopefully, in a
responsible manner, they will establish their
own social culture just as my parent’s generation did in casinos, and my grandparent’s generation did at horse tracks. We have taught our
children to be responsible, to seek a good
education to launch their lives and careers, and
not to spend their money recklessly. Their
focus is to be successful and to be financially
responsible. Maybe we did too good a job raising our children to become responsible young
adults. Whether the traditional casino gaming
industry that we continue to work within
today will suffer as a consequence is still to be
determined.
There have been industry efforts over the
years to seek enhancements to the traditional
gaming venue to generate new and sustaining
revenues. Gaming companies are pursuing
mobile gaming to generate additional incremental gaming revenue from patrons who
wish to gamble while having a meal in a hotel
restaurant or laying out at the hotel pool.

Some companies dream of establishing
“in-room gaming” so that guests can operate a
gaming device from their hotel room that links
them to a game on the casino floor. Most of
these efforts have created considerable noise
but little significant additional revenues to
traditional land based casinos.
The latest effort to address the loss of
seniors and Baby Boomers in the traditional
casino market is to attract the Millennials with
skill-based gaming devices. This initiative is
based on the belief that younger gamblers will
simply not be satisfied with feeding slot
machines money without any control over the
outcome. After all, these are people who grew
up playing video games where skill was very
much a determining factor in winning or
losing.
As the industry attempts to address the
potential for this form of gaming, questions
have been raised: how do we determine the
level of skill that needs to be incorporated into
the game to make it appealing to the video
game generation? If Millennials prefer their
gaming to incorporate some element of competition, the traditional gaming casino floor
will need modification. Separate gaming areas
with displays and competitive tracking of
scores will be needed. What about the extended “play cycle” that would be necessary to
offer someone a truly challenging skill-based
game that would be interesting and entertaining? A less frequent play cycle traditionally
equates to lower gross gaming revenues. Possibly the value element to the casino operator
is based upon a time play with revenues
achieved periodically throughout the cycle of
the customer playing the skill-based gaming
device.
The gaming industry will continue to
evolve. Those who work within our industry
must exhibit the creativity, ingenuity and
talent once seen as exclusive to the computer
industry. There are challenges ahead, and it
will be essential to “think outside the box” and
to be realistic in our strategic approach. Just
as the gaming industry changed from my
grandparent’s generation, to my parent’s generation, and so on, the casino gaming industry
will need to transform itself once again to
meet these generational challenges. ♣
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Legal Issues for Nevada Businesses
Related to the Legalization of
Recreational Marijuana
By Jason Bacigalupi, Glenn Light, Mary Tran and Karl Rutledge
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N

evada voters overwhelmingly
approved Question 2, the Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana Act
(the “Act”), on November 8, 2016. In doing
so Nevada, along with California, Maine and
Massachusetts, joined Alaska, Colorado,
Washington, and Oregon in legalizing
recreational marijuana under state law.
Additionally, while recreational marijuana is
now legal in 8 states, medicinal marijuana
is legal in over 20 states.5 Legalized marijuana therefore has become the fastestgrowing industry in the U.S., with some
analysts projecting sales to reach $22
billion by 2020.6
However, this explosive industry poses
serious legal risks, given that marijuana remains
an illegal Schedule 1 controlled substance under
federal law.7 This risk is compounded in the
highly-regulated Nevada gaming industry, as
both the Nevada Gaming Control Board
(“Board”) and Nevada Gaming Commission
(“Commission”) have clearly and unambiguously stressed that Nevada gaming licensees
may not engage in unlawful activities of any
kind, under either state or federal law. Additionally, the new law raises issues generally with
employers in the state. This article will provide
a brief overview of the new law, how Nevada
will regulate the industry, and the possible
effects the recreational marijuana industry will
have on Nevada’s gaming industry and employers in general.
Although medicinal marijuana was legalized in 2000, the Nevada legislature did not pass
a law authorizing the establishment and regulation of commercial medical marijuana establishments (i.e., cultivation, production, dispensaries,
and independent testing laboratories) until
2013.8 In November 2014, state and local regulators granted 372 provisional certificates to
medical marijuana establishments, 55 of which
were granted to dispensaries.9 The first dispensary opened in 2015 in Sparks, Nevada,10 and
there are currently 49 certified dispensaries in
operation within the state – with 40 in Southern
Nevada.11

Summary of the Regulation
of Marijuana Act

The Act authorizes the operation of recreational
marijuana establishments.12 Persons 21 and older
may purchase, possess, and consume up to one
ounce of marijuana or one-eighth ounce of
concentrated marijuana.13 A person may also
cultivate up to six marijuana plants for personal
use (up to 12 plants at one time per residence).14
However, personal cultivation is not allowed
within 25 miles of a retail marijuana store
licensed pursuant to the Act, which severely
limits the geographic scope of this provision.15
Additionally, it remains unlawful for marijuana
to be smoked or consumed in public places, in
retail marijuana stores, or in moving vehicles.16
The Act was effective January 1, 2017, and
the Nevada Department of Taxation (“Department”), which will be the regulating authority,
has until January 1, 2018, to develop regulations
for the recreational marijuana industry.17 The
Department has begun developing temporary
regulations and intends to hold a public workshop in early 2017 to adopt temporary regulations to allow for the issuance of recreational
marijuana licenses.18 The Department will
begin developing permanent regulations in
spring 2017.19
As soon as the Department begins accepting applications, they will only grant licenses to
current medical marijuana state registration
certificate holders (i.e., cultivation, production,
dispensaries, and independent testing laboratories) for a period of 18 months.20 The number
of licenses issued will also be limited by county
population. For instance, Clark County may
issue up to 80 licenses for retail marijuana
because it has over 700,000 residents.21 For
counties with populations between 100,000 and
700,000, up to 20 licenses may be issued.22
It is anticipated that applicants will undergo
extensive background investigations, similar to
the current process for the medical marijuana,
liquor and gaming industries. This includes
whether the applicant has any associations with
organized crime, and an evaluation of their
honesty, integrity, financial resources (including
the source of funds for their enterprise), and
business experience. As with any other privilege
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license, any omissions or inaccurate
responses will likely bar a finding of
suitability for the applicant to hold a
recreational marijuana license.

Impact on the Nevada Gaming
Industry

Nevada gaming regulators have previously expressed a clear and unambiguous policy regarding state legalized
medicinal marijuana. In brief, whether
medicinal or recreational, state legalized
marijuana and the Nevada gaming industry do not mix and there must be no
connection whatsoever between the two
industries. When the regulations authorizing the commercial cultivation and sale
of medical marijuana were enacted, the
Board issued an industry notice providing guidance to the gaming industry
(“Notice”).23 The Notice clearly stated
that although the Nevada legislature had
authorized commercial medicinal marijuana, it is still illegal under federal law.

Therefore, “any investment or involvement by gaming licensees or applicants
would tend to reflect discredit upon gaming in the State of Nevada.”24 Accordingly, in hearings since the Notice, the
Board has made it clear that any individual involved in the gaming industry
(including a spouse) may have no connections with a medical marijuana business. This includes serving not only as a
member of the business, but as a landlord or lender to that business.
After the Act was passed, the Board
held a workshop to discuss concerns and
answer questions that gaming licensees
and other interested persons had in
regard to recreational marijuana and the
Nevada gaming industry. This included
security (potential for patrons to smoke
marijuana in parking lots), privacy (how
to restrict patrons from smoking in hotel
rooms), what constitutes a public area
(whether a private gaming salon or conference room is a public or private area),
and employment. In underscoring the

“

The Commission agreed with the analysis of the Board –
if it violates federal law it would tend to reflect discredit on gaming
in Nevada. Commission Chairman Tony Alamo asserted at the hearing,
‘[t]here is no way that I feel comfortable and in my role as a regulator
could allow that a licensee allow under their knowledge a felonious
act occurring anywhere within their sidewalks.’

”
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importance of maintaining the reputation of the gaming industry, the Board
reiterated that licensees are barred from
doing, or having any connection whatsoever with those who participate in activities that violate federal (or any) law. This
stems from Nevada Gaming Commission Regulation 5.011(8), which requires
licensees to comply with all federal, state
and local laws, including not permitting
or encouraging felonious acts on their
properties.25 Thus, licensees remain liable
for any actions of tenants and third
party providers on their property. To
analogize, Board Chairman A.G. Burnett
stated that if state law allowed SEC and
AML violations, the Board and federal
government retained jurisdiction to
investigate and enforce violations of
federal law.26
Immediately following the workshop, the Commission discussed the Act.
The Commission agreed with the analysis of the Board – if it violates federal
law it would tend to reflect discredit on
gaming in Nevada. Commission Chairman Tony Alamo asserted at the hearing, “[t]here is no way that I feel
comfortable and in my role as a regulator
could allow that a licensee allow under
their knowledge a felonious act occurring
anywhere within their sidewalks.”27
During the course of the Commission’s discussion, Board Member Terry
Johnson also asked the Commission for
guidance on how to handle employment
registration appeals of employees testing positive for marijuana use. Commissioner John Moran stated the issues
would have to be played out judicially
before any guidance could be issued to
the Board. The Commission also highlighted that the Act does not prohibit a
private employer from having a workplace policy in which marijuana use is
prohibited, including requiring random
drug tests. Chairman Alamo noted that
recreational marijuana is a complicated
issue, and licensees will need to look to
evolutions in federal law and anticipated
court decisions. The Commission

encouraged licensees to meet with the Board
to discuss their specific circumstances.28

General Employment Issues

The Act also has implications for employers
outside of the gaming industry. While the Act
allows employers to have workplace policies
and allows employers to fire employees for
using marijuana, there will certainly be developing case law interpreting the scope and any
possible exceptions or guidelines regarding
these issues. Thus, Nevada employers should
seek advice from knowledgeable employment
attorneys in order to keep ahead of, and in
compliance with, this developing area of law.

Conclusion

In sum, whether medicinal or recreational,
Nevada gaming regulators have expressed the
same view regarding state legalization of
marijuana — it may have no connection whatsoever with the gaming industry. However,
these licensees will still encounter issues as the
drug will be more easily accessible, and need
to be mindful of marijuana use by their
employees, patrons, persons enjoying their
entertainment venues, and convention/trade

show attendees. This will include clear policies barring the use of marijuana at their
properties. Enforcement of this policy will
prove challenging given the various methods
that marijuana can be ingested — whether in
edible form, concentrates, and electronic cigarettes that are extremely difficult to detect.
The Board will likely evaluate a potential
violation based on the totality of the circumstances involved, so licensees should take
serious steps to mitigate their risk. Moreover,
the risks are not limited to the gaming industry,
as there are serious concerns for general
employment law as well.
The knowledgeable attorneys at Lewis
Roca Rothgerber Christie have extensive
experience in assisting gaming companies, as
well as employers in every industry, with these
issues. If you have any questions or would like
to consult with one of our attorneys, please
contact us. ♣
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Disclaimer: This article has been prepared for
general information purposes only. The information presented is not legal advice, is not to be acted
on as such, may not be up-to-date and is subject to
change without notice.
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Tribes &
Cannabis

WHERE THINGS STAND
By Adam Crepelle

C

annabis is the most exciting economic opportunity for tribes since gaming. The cannabis industry is expected to grow by up to 700% by 2020.1
Some project the market will be worth $50 billion by 2026.2 However,
raids on tribal cannabis operations have dampened the enthusiasm that originally
surrounded the industry. This article discusses major events in the tribal
cannabis industry to date and provides policy recommendations for tribes.

Tribal Cannabis Basics

At the outset, it is important to note that
the cannabis industry is about more than
getting high. Though marijuana is a
schedule I drug under federal law,3 the
U.S. government holds a patent on medical marijuana,4 and 28 states permit
medical marijuana.5 Hemp comes from
the same plant as marijuana but contains
minimal levels of tetrahydrocannabinoids (THC), the substance that gets
people high. Hemp has countless industrial uses and is nutritious too.6
Though federally recognized tribes
have a direct government-to-govern-
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ment relationship with the United
States, tribal marijuana policy will likely
be driven by states. If a state prohibits
an activity, tribes within its borders are
forbidden from partaking in it. If a state
regulates an activity, tribes within the
state are allowed to craft their own
rules for it. This is how tribes got into
gaming.
An analogy between cannabis and
gaming can be made, but it probably
does not work. Gaming is not prohibited
by federal law. “All parts” of cannabis
plants are.7 Nevertheless, a few tribes
have entered the cannabis industry.

Tribes and Cannabis so far

In 2015, the Flandreau Santee Sioux
Tribe attempted the most ambitious
tribal foray into the cannabis industry.
The tribe is located in South Dakota—a
state that prohibits marijuana in all
forms.8 Undaunted, the Santee Sioux
attempted to open the United States’
first marijuana resort. A bitter standoff
with the state attorney general and federal law enforcement ensued. It resulted
in the Santee Sioux agreeing to destroy
their crop. Chillingly, two non-Indian
consultants who worked with the tribe
on the venture were indicted by South
Dakota on conspiracy charges.9
Federal, state, and local law enforcement raided the Pit River Tribe and
Alturas Indian Rancheria marijuana
operations in July of 2015.10 Pit River
met with state and local officials about
their crop, but the meetings were not
fruitful. Indeed, Pit River was accused by
a tribal government insider of “thumbing their nose at the Modoc County

Sheriff.”11 The local U.S. Attorney’s Office also
advised the tribes against cultivating marijuana.12 The operation did not have the support
of tribal citizens either; in fact, an Alturas
citizen asked the federal government to terminate the crop.13 Moreover, the amount of marijuana grown by the tribes greatly surpassed
the legal amount in nearby counties.14
A federal court struck down the Menominee Indian Tribe’s hemp venture in 2016. The
Menominee legalized hemp production and
were cultivating it for research in conjunction
with the College of the Menominee Nation as
states are allowed to do under the Agricultural
Act of 2014. The tribe allowed a BIA agent to
collect samples of the crop. The agent’s
observations during the collection caused the
feds to raid the Menominee. The tribe argued
it should be treated as a state, but the court
ruled that tribes were not defined as states for
purposes of the Act. Additionally, the tribe
argued that Wisconsin law did not apply on
its reservation. The court agreed; nevertheless, the court held that the tribe could not
cultivate hemp because it is illegal in Wisconsin.15 However, the court did note that the federal government’s raid and destruction of the
tribe’s crop seemed “abrupt” since injunctive
relief was available.16
Alexander White Plume succeeded in
having a decade long injunction prohibiting
him from cultivating hemp lifted—“the only
one of its kind in history”—in 2016. The court
based its decision on the changing national
view of hemp “as a viable agricultural crop.” It
did not address whether the 1868 Treaty of
Fort Laramie granted White Plume the right
to grow hemp. It also did not examine
whether the Agricultural Act equivocates
tribes with states.17
Some tribes have entered the marijuana
industry with little controversy. Washington
has legalized recreational marijuana, and three
tribes have entered recreational marijuana
compacts with the state.18 The Passamaquoddy
Tribe has received a hemp cultivation license
from Maine.19 The Navajo are cautiously
entering the hemp industry,20 and the Las
Vegas Paiute Tribe is in the process of opening
a medical marijuana center.21 Both tribes are
carefully crafting cannabis regulations.

Moving Forward with Cannabis

Tribes must develop robust regulatory frameworks for their cannabis operations. To date,
the only federal guidance tribes have received
on cannabis is the Wilkinson Memorandum.22
It provides tribes with eight general principles
to apply to their cannabis ventures. The following guidelines for tribes are drawn from
the tribal cannabis projects discussed above:
■ The cannabis operation needs to be
supported by the tribe’s citizens.23
■ Local non-Indian law enforcement
must support the tribal cannabis
operation, at least tacitly.24

■ Cannabis must be legally transported
off the reservation.25
■ Indian consultants are preferable to
non-Indian consultants.26

■ Cannabis cultivation conditions must
meet safe workplace standards.27
■ Environmental conditions must be
controlled in order to regulate
cannabis THC levels.28

■ Out of state vehicles on a reservation
where cannabis is being grown
suggests leakage.29
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■ Armed security guards should not be
used to protect cannabis ventures.30

Even if a tribe manages to avoid having
its cannabis growth raided, conflicts between
tribal and state cannabis law are likely to arise.
Indian country criminal jurisdiction is already
convoluted, so it is difficult to imagine cannabis
law enforcement going smoothly absent intergovernmental cooperation. Taxation has long
been a source of contention between tribes and
states; accordingly, tribal-state disputes over
cannabis taxes are easy to envision.
Until Congress or the courts provide clear
rules, tribes interested in pursuing cannabis
related ventures should compact with the surrounding state. Having to compact undermines
tribal sovereignty, but the compact can be
cooperative rather than adversarial. For exam-
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ple, the compacts Washington has entered
with tribes create an alliance whereby
the tribes and state will defend the compacts against third party challenges.31

Conclusion

Tribes looking to enter the cannabis
industry must weigh several policy considerations. Substance abuse is a plague
upon Indian country. Increasing the
availability of marijuana could exacerbate the problem; alternatively, marijuana could be viewed as a lesser evil
than other drugs. The cannabis industry
is predominately cash due to banking

“

Until Congress or the
courts provide clear rules,
tribes interested in pursuing
cannabis related ventures
should compact with the
surrounding state. Having to
compact undermines tribal
sovereignty, but the compact
can be cooperative rather
than adversarial.

”

laws, and large amounts of cash floating
around a reservation could spark crime.
Many tribes have outrageous poverty
and unemployment rates, so the risk
may be worth the revenue. Each tribe

will have to answer these questions for
itself.
Cannabis can further the federal
Indian policy objectives of promoting
tribal sovereignty and economic development—just like gaming.32 Success in
the cannabis industry is not predicated
on tribes being located near large population centers. Moreover, it is the only
viable crop on some reservations.33
Cannabis also offers tribes the ability to
return to their agricultural ways and
develop natural products. Tribes transformed the gaming industry. They can
transform the cannabis industry too. ♣
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Jurisdictional Update: Sweden

ON LAW AND POLITICS
OF THE
SWEDISH GAMBLING MONOPOLY
By Ola Wiklund

O

ne of the most prevailing
Swedish myths is that the public
Swedish gambling monopoly is
designed to limit gambling and thereby
prevent detrimental public health effects.
Nowadays, there is an overwhelming
consensus that, during the last 20 years
or so, there has never been a true public ambition to limit gambling.
Back in the day, the marketing budget of
the state controlled gaming services
reached new heights every year and the
range of products offered grew broader
and broader. This market strategy still
prevails. The Government policy came to
create a culture of gambling. This culture
together with a world class level of Internet penetration, a flourishing climate for
tech innovations, access to venture capital
and a lenient stock market, were to set
strong incentives for the establishment of
highly successful private gambling operators such as Betsson, Unibet and many
others, all established abroad targeting
Swedish customers. These companies are
founded, run and owned by Swedish private
groups and corporations. Today, Sweden is
one of the most competitive online
gambling markets of the world. The
only remains of the public monopoly is
the marginalized prohibition to promote
participation in gambling arranged in
other EU member states (the marketing
prohibition).
The Lotteries Act (Sw. Lotterilag
(1994:1000)) prohibits the arrangement
of unlicensed lotteries and the promotion
of participation, in commercial operations or otherwise for the purpose of
profit, in unlawful domestic lotteries or
foreign lotteries.

Gambling companies
licensed or authorized elsewhere within the EU (all
references made to the EU
also includes the EEA) can,
however, more or less freely
pursue an Internet-based
gambling business on the
Swedish market. Swedish
authorities acknowledge
that Swedish residents are
unimpeded to participate in
foreign gambling and that online gambling
operators duly licensed or authorized in
another EU member state are allowed to
offer such services.
Moreover, the Swedish Government
has expressed that the Lotteries Act does
not have exterritorial application. Hence,
Swedish authorities lack jurisdiction to
enforce the Lotteries Act to undertakings
and individuals outside of Sweden.
Gambling services can consequently
be offered cross border to Swedish customers without violating Swedish law.
Also, the room for maneuver for marketing
and promoting activities that target the
Swedish market is extensive. Marketing
through cross border-media such as television commercials and web marketing is
legal. Given the inherit limitations of the
system for administrative and criminal
sanctions, sponsoring of sports events,
point efforts in display media and other
commercial marketing co-operations could
be carried out without risk of sanctions, if
structured properly.
Hence, what is in essence left of the
Swedish gambling monopoly is the prohibition to promote participation in gambling
arranged in another EU member state.
According to a vast body of case law from
the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU), the crucial legal questions

pertinent to assess the EU law-compatibility of the major remains of the Swedish
gaming monopoly and the prohibition
against promotion in Section 38 of the Act
are the following: the Swedish State’s margin of appreciation when restricting the
freedom to provide services in the gambling
area, the proportionality-test and other
restrictions in the State’s margin of appreciation, the actual purpose and justification
of the restrictions, the channeling-argument and gambling advertisement, and
finally gambling addiction and justifications
of public health. Due to the limited
space assigned to this piece, I will mainly
focus on the issue of law, policy and facts in
relation to the proportionality-test. In a
litigation context, the legal question in a
nutshell is: If the Government can’t prove
that the policy in reality limits gambling
and that the marketing prohibition has positive effects on public health, the policy
constitutes an illegal restriction on the
freedom to provide services granted by the
EU Treaty.
The analysis of the EU law compatibility needs to be done in the legal-political
context of the tradition of Swedish public
monopolies. Therefore, I cannot disregard
the case law of the CJEU regarding other
Swedish public monopolies. The highly
Continued on next page
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relevant comparison between the Swedish
alcohol monopoly and the gaming monopoly is central. The comparison is above all
essential for the understanding of the role
of the principle of proportionality.
In Gourmet, a prohibition against
advertising of alcohol products was
deemed a disproportionate restriction of
the freedom to provide services and struck
down by the Market Court (last instance,
case 2003:5) after a preliminary ruling
rendered by the CJEU (Case C-405/9).
The Swedish Government has constantly held that Gourmet cannot serve as
authority in cases concerning restrictions
in the gambling area since the sale of
alcohol is permitted in Sweden and that the
offering of gambling services is not. This
argument cannot be accepted.
Gambling services are not prohibited
in Sweden. The state-owned companies
offer a wide and well-developed range of
gambling services. The public monopoly
has through intense and active marketing
over the years allowed the gambling market
to flourish. It is also legal to offer gambling
services to Swedish customers from foreign
jurisdictions.
Sweden has a state-monopoly for
retail sales of alcohol in place which is
safeguarded by harsh restriction on private
imports, availability, marketing and consumption. These restrictions stand in stark
contrast to the gambling restrictions.
Therefore, it is relevant to make a legal
and factual comparison between the Gourmet
case and the restrictions in place on the gambling market for the purpose of establishing
whether they are proportional or not.
In Gourmet, the Government rightly
invoked the public health
argument. There exists
strong empirical evi-

dence for public health risks in connection
to the consumption of alcohol.
According to the Government and its
public authorities, The Swedish National
Institute of Public Health (SNIPH) and
The National Board of Health and Welfare
(NBHW), there are no coherent opinions
on whether addiction to gambling constitutes a serious health problem. However,
the detrimental effects of drinking are
firmly scientifically established. Vast sums
are therefore spent to prevent negative
health effects of drinking. The figure on
spending to combat the negative health
effects of gambling is miniscule in comparison.
The overwhelming majority of gambling services offered by the State companies are not subject to any significant
restrictions. They are in principle freely
offered by these companies and their middle men which consist of privately owned
betting shops. Even though some restriction of fine tuning character has been
introduced, it is still possible for an underage teenager to spend vast amounts of
money on public gambling services offered
by the State companies through the private
gambling shops. The governmental supervision of the numerous and geographically
scattered gambling shops is still negligible.
The state-owned companies are some
of the largest buyers of advertising on the
entire Swedish advertising market. This is
still the case after some minor cuts as a
result of the doubts and critique expressed
on the legality of the restrictions expressed
by domestic courts (notably the Supreme
Administrative Court) and authorities such
as the EU-commission. The marketing of
the public gambling services embraces all
media: papers, TV, PR, sponsoring, editorial content, specially produced TV-programs, and so on. No specific restrictions

on gambling marketing applicable to the
State-owned companies exist.1
This policy, aimed at increasing gambling in society has been consistent over the
years. It has led to increased availability
through the introduction of new products
and development of old ones. As a direct
consequence gambling in Sweden has
peaked and is now an integral part of the
public culture. Consequently, the State revenue from gambling has struck new record
levels. It is difficult not to conclude that the
prime objective of the Swedish policy is to
encourage consumers to gamble and
thereby strengthen the State’s purse.
The discrepancies between the
Swedish alcohol and gambling policy are
striking. It is therefore highly relevant to
look closer on the proportionality-test
conducted in Gourmet. The Market Court
concluded that since the Swedish consumers
already have access to many sources of
alcohol marketing, the prohibition has
limited effect in relation to the purpose of
protecting public health.
If this test is applied to the gambling
market, which is flooded with gambling
advertising, it is evident that the prohibition against marketing of foreign gambling
services lacks any public health effects. The
Government and the Swedish Gaming
Authority (Sw. Lotteriinspektionen) present no evidence whatsoever to sustain the
positive public health effects of the prohibition to promote participation in foreign
gambling services offered on the Internet.
The fact that the Swedish Government and its responsible health authorities
have no recourse to scientific evidence
concerning the causal link between
gambling advertising and negative effects
on public health, and doubts whether a connection even exists, makes the conclusion
inevitable: The Swedish prohibition in

“

The overwhelming majority of gambling services offered by the State companies are
not subject to any significant restrictions. They are in principle freely offered by these
companies and their middle men which consist of privately owned betting shops. Even
though some restriction of fine tuning character has been introduced, it is still possible
for an underage teenager to spend vast amounts of money on public gambling
services offered by the State companies through the private gambling shops.
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Article 38 of the Lotteries Act against advertising of foreign gambling services does not
survive the proportionality-test.
In this context it is important to note that
the Swedish Government has not considered if
there exist less restrictive means than the State
monopoly (market regulation, licenses, enhanced
supervision and control) to meet the suggested
objective of public health.
To conclude, the legal and factual comparison between Gourmet and the case of the legality
of the gaming monopoly is indeed relevant
because it reveals profound and important
discrepancies with crucial significance for the
assessment of the proportionality of the restrictions of freedom to provide gambling services
in Sweden.
But let us take the alcohol-comparison one
step further. The CJEU’s judgement in the
Rosengren case (C-170/04), a case that also concerned the Swedish alcohol monopoly, focused
on the relevance of the proportionality-test.
The Rosengren case was about the Swedish regulations for private importation of alcoholic beverages, namely, the regulations which hinder the
selling from over the border of alcoholic beverages to private persons residing in Sweden.
The CJEU defined, differing with two general
advocates, a monopoly’s special function very
narrowly.
The Court pointed out that a monopoly’s
special function according to the law on alcohol consists of a sole right to sell alcoholic
beverages to consumers in Sweden, excluding
restaurants. With that it could be stated that a
sole right did not cover the importing of named
beverages. The CJEU thus found that private
import limits did not affect the monopoly’s exercise of their special function, and consequently
did not have anything to do with the existence
of the monopoly.
The Court subsequently tried the private
import regulations against the background of
the proportionality principle and did not approve
the Swedish regulations. The Rosengren case
shows that the proportionality principle has a
large significance as a compliment to the prin-

ciple of equal treatment. In the judgement, the
CJEU ruled that the Swedish prohibition
against private imports is based on social policy
considerations and would not lead to discrimination or indirect protection of domestic
products. Thus, the Swedish regulations were
justified as being in the public interest and in
keeping with the principle of equal treatment.
However, in performing a proportionalitytest, the CJEU went further and investigated
whether the Swedish policies were effective in
relation to their original purpose. It was in this
sense that the Swedish system could not be
justified. According to the CJEU, the prohibition against private importing could not be
justified for public health reasons when the state
retail monopolist Systembolaget in any case
was obligated to meet customers’ demand for
imported products. A complete prohibition
could not either be justified on the basis of age
control since in part Systembolaget deals with
a very broad sphere of people and in part because
it accepted less than 100% control of age when
it delivered goods to end customers through
middlemen.
The Rosengren case further shows with all
desired clarity that the Court’s rulings that were
founded on articles 28 EC and 31 EC are essentially different. In the Franzén case (C-189/95),
which was confirmed in the Hanner Decision (C438/02), the CJEU considered it sufficient to
determine that the equal treatment principle, including the structural guarantees for equal
treatment, were respected. The proportionality
principle became only relevant outside of the
area applicable to Article 31.
The CJEU normally turns over the final
decision regarding the assessment of proportionality to the national courts. The ratio behind
the CJEU’s turning over of the proportionality
issue in its preliminary rulings is that within the
framework for those proceedings it is not competent to speak on issues of national law.
According to the preliminary ruling remedy, the
Court may only interpret EU Law and review its
validity. It is the national courts that are to apply
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In the late 1990s, the state controlled operators were the largest investors of the entire Swedish advertising market. Presently, the same companies are the single
largest investors of marketing on the gaming market. See annual reports of Svenska Spel and Lotteriinspektionen 2013-2015.
2
The relevance of the judgment in Sjöberg and Gerdin (joined cases C-447/08 and 448/08) is therefore limited. It neither assessed the proportionality on the basis
of facts nor in relation to the invoked grounds for justifications: public health and public order. No proportionality-test was performed by the CJEU.
3
The freedoms legal base are presently: Articles 26 (internal market), 49 to 55 (establishment) and 56 to 62 (services) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (TFEU).
1
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Jurisdictional Update: Czech Republic

THE NEW GAMING REGULATION
IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
An opportunity for non-Czech casino operators?
By Jakub Kolomičenko

T

he former Czech gaming legislation violated EU law in not enabling
entities from other EU countries to
operate gaming in the Czech Republic,
so the Czech Republic was essentially
forced to offer a piece of the Czech
market to foreign casino operators. But
is this accurate? Let’s take a closer look
at the conditions of the new gaming
licence in the Czech Republic.

Quick overview

Before the 1st of January 2017, gaming and
lotteries were regulated in the Act No.
202/1990 Coll., on lotteries and other similar games. Despite many amendments (in
total 15 amendments) it was obvious that the
26-year-old regulation was no longer able to
respond to the dynamic and fast growing
market as is the gaming market. With
respect to that, the Ministry of Finance
decided to prepare the completely new regulation for this subject area of business.
The new regulation of gaming in the
30
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Czech Republic consists of three separate
laws. It is the Act. No. 186/2016 Coll., on
gambling (“Gaming Act”), the Act. No.
187/2016 Coll., on gaming tax and the socalled Amendment Act, Act. No. 188/2016
Coll., which promotes the newly adopted
regulation into other related prescriptions.
The mentioned package of new legislation has been approved by the Chamber of
Deputies, approved by the Senate and
signed by the President and went into legal
force as of 1st January 2017. The biggest
news which this new regulation of gaming
in the Czech Republic brings is (i) enabling
non-Czech operators and (ii) (finally) enabling on-line gaming.
The Czech market is strictly licenced.
The licence is issued by the Ministry of
Finance, and it is illegal to operate on the
market without the gaming licence. Also, the
only valid gaming licence is the one which
has been issued by the Ministry of Finance.
Therefore, holders of licences issued by the
UK, Maltese or any other regulatory agency
cannot operate on the Czech market and
must apply for the Czech licence.
Those operators who will try to operate without a valid licence will be punished

with a fine up to EUR 2 million, injunction
of operation or seizure of items. Compared
to previous legislation, the merit of the administrative offences has been extended and
now contains more than 70 different administrative offences. In some cases, according
to the Czech criminal law, operating without
a valid licence could be considered as a criminal offence. It is fair to say that the new regulation could be considered as very strict.
Besides that, the Ministry of Finance
will create a “black list” of illegal operators
and then will require Internet service
providers and payment providers to block
those black-listed operators. This provision
brought big attention in the Czech Republic
because some interest groups think that this
provision is against the freedom of Internet
and tried to remove it from the Gaming Act
by the complaint to the Constitutional Court
of the Czech Republic. So far, this group
hasn’t been successful.

Conditions for the licence

According to the Gaming Act, the Czech
gaming market will be formally opened for
businesses located not only in the Czech
Republic. With respect to that, applicants

for the Czech gaming licence may be either
from the Czech Republic but also legal
entities having their registered office in the
European Union, or in a country that is a
contracting party to the Agreement on the
European Economic Area.
Besides the mentioned above, the
applicant must have:

• Transparent ownership structure;
• Proper organizational structure;

• Satisfaction of material, personnel
and organizational requirements;
• EUR 2 million of its own equity;

• No debts towards public authorities
and a clean criminal record;

• No liquidation or bankruptcy;

• Security deposit of approximately
EUR 2 million (amount of deposit
depends on type of operating games,
as specified below);

• No disturbance of public order; and

• Proper operation of gaming
guaranteed and appropriate technical
equipment ensured.

According to the Gaming Act the
length of the application process should not
exceed 60 days. However due to the lack of
secondary legislation, serious delays in a
matter of months are expected. To the date
of drafting this article, only one gaming
licence has been issued and the rest are
pending. The secondary legislation should
have been effective during summer 2016;
however the deadline has been extended to
summer 2017. The current situation is confusing when both operators and the Ministry of Finance do not know what should
be required. Licences issued before the
effective date of the Gaming Act were not
extended, supplemented or prolonged
which means that the existing authorisations will remain valid. But once their
validity expires, such operators must apply
for a licence under a new legislation.
For operators of bingo, technical
games and live games, the so-called twophase authorisation scheme is required.
First, such operators must obtain the
licence from Ministry of Finance (the basic
licence), and then a permit to locate the
gaming room. Such permit is granted by
that municipal authority in whose district
gambling games will be operated.

Games

The Gaming Act defines what is gambling
and states the types of gambling games
which can be operated in the Czech Republic. The games are: a lottery; an odds bet; a
totalizator game; a bingo; a technical game; a
live game; a raffle and small size tournament.
The list stated in the Gaming Act is
exhaustive, i.e. it may not be expanded or
altered, and for this reason no other gambling games may be organised.

The Deposit

As mentioned above, the deposit should be
paid together with the general gaming
licence. And on top of that, for the land-based
operators, there is also the second deposit for
gambling premises location licence.
The amount of the deposit is determined from the type of the game but for
most of the games the amount is from EUR
1 – 2 million per each type of game. So, for
example for an online casino with technical
games and live games the deposit is EUR 4
million. The funds must be deposited to a
special account of the Ministry of Finance
or as a bank guarantee that will be accepted
by the Ministry. The deposit placed into the
special account of the Ministry must remain
in the account in full during the entire period
of the basic licence.
A similar approach is used in the case
of a deposit for gambling premises location
licence. The deposit could be deposited to
special account of the Ministry or the bank
guarantee could be used. The amount is
again determined by the number of casinos
or gaming halls and the average amount is
EUR 1 million.

Protection of players

The Gaming Act establishes a meticulous
protection of players. Only Czech residents
can have a full customer account. Especially
with on-line gaming it is unusual. During
the registration, their personal information
should be checked and compared with the
database to prevent from gambling: minors
under 18, those who will be in insolvency,
are on benefits or have a court ordered ban
on playing.
Furthermore, all information related to
the operation of any gambling game must
be easily accessible in the Czech language.
For the type of game, where it is possible,
the operator is obligated to allow the player
to set self-limiting measures protecting players from harmful effects of gaming. The

individual player can set up his own limits
for losses over a certain period as well as his
own exclusion from gaming. Other obligation of the self-measures for the operator is
to allow each player to set a maximum betting limits and losses. When these limits are
met, the operator has an obligation to prohibit the player from further participation.

Taxes

The taxation of income from gambling was
a big issue during the whole legislative
process. Firstly, it was suggested that the
gaming tax for casino games should be 40
% from the gross gaming revenue. However, an amendment has been approved so
the gaming tax has been set on 35 % from
gross gaming revenue for technical games
and 23 % for sports betting, lotteries, live
casino games, horse betting and bingo. On
top of all that, there is a basic 19 % corporate income tax, which makes the taxation
of gaming in the Czech Republic one of the
highest in whole Europe.

Summary

So, what is the conclusion of this article and
the answer to the opening question?
As it has been mentioned above, the
principles of the new regulation contain
numbers of problematic provisions. I am sure
that most of the gaming lawyers welcome
regulated markets. And I also believe that
clearly and fairly set regulation is the way
gaming should progress. However, in the
case of the Czech Republic, I unfortunately
believe that the new regulation is not fair and
is definitely not clear. Due to huge set-up
fees, deposits and taxation, the Czech Republic will be a playground for a few major players and will not be so attractive for other smaller
competitors or start-ups, not to mention the lack
of secondary legislation and overall uncertainty that one must face with the application for a licence. I am afraid that the new
legislation will not bring more income to the
state treasury but will lead to the growth of
the grey and the black market. ♣

Jakub Kolomicenko is Head of legal
department in company Endorphina
Ltd., which develops on-line casino
games. Jakub started his practice as a
corporate lawyer and member of
Czech Bar Association but then he
changed his focus and as an in-house
counsel specialises on IP law and all
aspects of gaming law namely licensing, regulations and
compliance. He can be reached at legal@endorphina.com
or skype legal.endorphina.
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Jurisdictional Update: Illinois

POWER PLAY
Illinois Gaming Board Granted
Exclusive Jurisdiction to Determine
Validity of Video Gaming Contracts
By William Bogot

I

n J & J Ventures Gaming, LLC et al v. Wild, Inc. et al., 2016 IL 119870, the

Illinois Supreme Court held that the Illinois Gaming Board, not the circuit court,
has exclusive jurisdiction to determine the validity and enforceability of agree-

The Illinois Supreme Court (top) held that the
Illinois Gaming Board, not the circuit court,
has exclusive jurisdiction to determine the
validity and enforceability of agreements for
the placement and operation of video gaming
machines in gaming route locations.

ments for the placement and operation of video gaming machines in gaming route
locations. However, the J & J Ventures Gaming decision may have raised more

questions than it answered. There is disagreement as to the breadth and scope
of the Court’s mandate, and questions as to the constitutionality of the Board’s
emergency rules to implement that mandate.

Background of the Illinois Video
Gaming Act

In July 2009, Illinois enacted the Video
Gaming Act (VGA) (230 ILCS 40/1 et seq.),
which legalized the use of video gaming
machines within certain licensed establishments, including bars, veterans organizations, fraternal organizations, and truck
stops. The Illinois Gaming Board is
charged with licensing and regulating the
32
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industry under the VGA. The video gaming machines the VGA authorizes are
similar to those found in Las Vegas and
Illinois casinos, and include video poker,
video blackjack, and line-up games. Since
video gaming machines first went “live” on
October 2012, the industry has grown
tremendously. As of January 2017, there
were over 25,000 video gaming machines
in almost 5,800 locations.

The VGA requires that the video
gaming machines be owned and operated
by licensed terminal operators, who in
turn place and maintain the machines at
licensed locations. 230 ILCS 40/25. Up
to five video gaming machines may be
placed in each licensed establishment only
if the establishment has entered into a
written “use agreement” with the licensed
terminal operator for the placement of the
machines. 230 ILCS 40/25(e). A “use
agreement” is defined as a contract between
a licensed terminal operator and a licensed
establishment prescribing the terms and
conditions for the placement and operation
of video gaming machines at the estab-

lishment. According to the IGB’s regulations, a use agreement
may be assigned only from one licensed terminal operator to
another. 11 Ill. Admin. Code 1800.320(d) (2010).

Hundreds of Overlapping Use Agreements

After the enactment of the VGA, many locations signed putative use agreements with multiple terminal operator applicants. Some bars and other establishments signed exclusive
agreements with three or four different aspiring terminal operators, and when these operators all became licensed by the gaming board, litigation ensued in courts across the state over which
operator had the exclusive right to place their video gaming machines in the locations.
In J & J Ventures Gaming, LLC v. Wild, Inc., 2015 IL App
(5th) 140092, affirmed by J & J Ventures Gaming, LLC v. Wild,
Inc., 2016 IL 119870, ¶ 45, an unlicensed operator entered into
agreements with various business locations granting it the exclusive right to place video gaming terminals in those locations, and
then assigned its rights in those agreements to Action Gaming
LLC, an unlicensed terminal operator applicant. The IGB issued
a preliminary notice of denial for Action Gaming’s terminal
operator application, and Action Gaming then sold its rights to
the agreements to J & J Ventures Gaming, LLC (J & J Ventures),

I N T ER N AT I O N A L

a licensed terminal operator. Around the time of this assignment
to J&J Ventures, the business locations signed separate location
agreements with Accel Entertainment Gaming, LLC (Accel),
a licensed terminal operator. Thereafter, J & J Ventures sued in
the circuit court seeking a declaratory judgment that it had the
exclusive right to operate video gaming machines in the subject
locations. Accel intervened and alleged that the location agreements assigned to J & J Ventures were invalid because they did
not comply with the Act and the Board’s regulations. The appellate
court was tasked with determining the validity and enforceability of the exclusive location agreements and the assignments.
According to the appellate court:
The central issue in this case concerns whether the
exclusive location agreement, entered into between unlicensed entities, can control the placement of video gaming terminals once the agreement is assigned to a licensed
terminal operator. Resolution of this controversy necessarily involves a determination of whether the original contract along with the series of subsequent assignments
constitute a valid “use agreement” under the Act and
under the regulations enacted by the Gaming Board.

Continued on next page
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J & J Ventures Gaming, 2015 IL App
(5th) 140092 at ¶ 30. The appellate court
decided, sua sponte, that only the IGB
could make such a determination, and that
the gaming board has exclusive jurisdiction over the matter. Id. ¶¶ 30–32, 64.
The case was appealed to the Illinois
Supreme Court, and at that time the Illinois Gaming Board intervened in the case.
The board argued that “[i]t is impossible
to declare the agreement between J & J
Ventures and Wild valid without first
determining whether it meets the standards of a use agreement under the Video
Gaming Act and the Board’s regulations,”
and that the Board has exclusive jurisdiction to make that determination. The
Illinois Supreme Court agreed and affirmed
the appellate court decision. According to
the Illinois Supreme Court, the legislature’s intent to vest original jurisdiction
in an administrative agency may be
“discerned” by considering the statute as
a whole and whether the legislature enacts
a comprehensive statutory scheme that
creates rights and duties that have no
counterpart in common law or equity. J
& J Ventures Gaming, 2016 IL 119870 at
¶ 23-24. In this case, the Illinois Supreme
Court held:
By legalizing the use of video
gaming terminals for commercial
gambling purposes, the legislature
enacted a comprehensive statutory
scheme, creating rights and duties
that have no counterpart in common
law and equity. Considered in its
entirety, this statutory scheme
demonstrates the legislature’s explicit intent that the Gaming Board
have exclusive jurisdiction over the
video gaming industry and the use
agreements that are a necessary prerequisite of engaging in that industry. The Act, therefore, confers
authority on the Gaming Board to
determine the validity and enforceability of contracts that purport to
control the location and operation
of video gaming terminals within
the licensed establishments.
Id. at ¶ 32.

1
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“

There is disagreement
as to whether the Illinois
Supreme Court’s decision
granted the gaming board
jurisdiction to determine
these additional matters that
are traditional common law
contract issues. The emergency
rules also provide that the
petitioner bears the burden
of proof by clear and
convincing evidence.
Where Do We Go From Here?

”

Following the Illinois Supreme Court’s
mandate, in February 2017, the Illinois
Gaming Board issued emergency regulations1 for the agency to accept and rule
upon disputes as to the enforceability and
validity of video gaming use agreements.
41 Ill. Reg. 2704, effective February 24,
2017. According to those emergency regulations, the board shall decide a petition
brought by a terminal operator or video
gaming location alleging that a use agreement, or portion thereof, is invalid or
unenforceable, including whether a use
agreement complies with the requirements of the VGA and the corresponding
regulations. Id. This much appears to be
in accord with Supreme Court’s mandate
in J & J Ventures Gaming. However, the
emergency rules also provide that the
gaming board shall decide which use
agreement will control if there are two or
more use agreements between a video
gaming location and one or more terminal
operators with overlapping periods,
whether a terminal operator has used
coercion, deception or improper inducement to persuade a video gaming location
to enter into a use agreement, and
whether any automatic renewal provision
in a use agreement constitutes an undue
burden on the video gaming location. Id.
at 2704-2705. There is disagreement as to
whether the Illinois Supreme Court’s decision granted the gaming board jurisdiction to determine these additional matters
that are traditional common law contract
issues. The emergency rules also provide
that the petitioner bears the burden of

Emergency regulations are good until permanent regulations are adopted, but no more than 150 days.
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proof by clear and convincing evidence.
Id. at 2705. This burden of proof, being
higher than it would otherwise be for such
contract claims and defenses in the circuit court, may be constitutionally
problematic.
In addition, there is a disagreement
as to how these procedures will or should
be applied. For example, say a video gaming location refuses to allow a terminal
operator to place video gaming machines
at the location contrary to the parties’ use
agreement. Does a terminal operator
have to essentially exhaust its administrative remedies and get a gaming board
finding that its use agreement is valid as a
precondition to court action even when no
party is alleging that the use agreement
fails to comply with the VGA and the regulations? Or, can a terminal operator file
a direct action for specific performance or
damages in court, and then only if the
defendant files an answer alleging that the
use agreement is invalid or otherwise
unenforceable does the action get stayed
while the parties are required to petition
the gaming board for a determination as
to the validity or enforceability of the use
agreement?
One thing is certain: with all the litigation over use agreements in Illinois
since the enactment of the VGA, these
disagreements will likely find their way
back into court. ♣
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New Developments: Security & Safety

HD Video Surveillance & Training
How the Trend is Impacting
Legal and Regulatory Decisions
for Dispute and Claims Resolution
By Douglas Florence Sr., CPP,
Marisel Melendez, MS and
Ronald Flores, CSP

T

oday small or large casinos are looking for innovations with technology to increase the potential
of protecting revenue streams and to help
migrate from analog systems to digital solutions
with integration capability now available in the IP
(Internet protocol) world. This means that the
technology selected must offer a solution that is scalable and that
can grow with the operation. Globally, gaming operations are
investing in technology to increase the revenue potential of the
business enterprises that today include the use of IP Networked
Video Surveillance Solutions. This trend requires training and
re-thinking of regulatory standards that keep pace with the level
of innovation HD (high definition) cameras and software provide, as well as business continuity during technology refresh and
the impact this will have for mitigation of claims, disputes, riskmanagement and scams for gaming lawyers.
Of concern is today’s restrictive budget for surveillance and
security operations. Through planning being able to achieve a
technology refresh in a phase to phase transition with support
from property I.T. (information technology) departments, the
manufacturer’s system engineers can guide the surveillance team
to make the best decisions.
Marisel Melendez, the surveillance director for Casino Del
Sol in Puerto Rico, started with the installation of a temporary
system in the surveillance room to test its capabilities and user
friendliness. Marisel said, “We wanted to see how easy it would
be for the solution installation and which challenges our infrastructure of existing cable and camera infrastructure offered
them. The test shots of HD cameras and encoder technology on
our analog cameras was a success, providing our casino greater
clarity and the casino executives the best video evidence to make
informed decisions for claims, disputes and any scam we might
have to deal with in the future.
Puerto Rico is a highly regulated jurisdiction and not only do
we have the PR Tourism Company’s Gaming Division, but we
have to be in compliance with all federal (US) laws related to anti
money laundering policies and protection of financial information
among others. Having a strong camera system enhanced our
capability to audit transactions and identify and record incidents.

We also had to replace our existing system without interruptions on the recording and without losing operating hours.
Some of the challenges that we resolved were:
Replacing obsolete equipment recording less than 20 fps
(frames per second). As required by regulations we had
to get a system able to provide storage capabilities to be in
compliance, and of course within budget.

1.

We needed a system capable to record our existing
analog cameras in an IP environment and the addition
of HD (high definition) cameras capable of from 1 to 29
megapixels depending on our needs property-wide for risk
management, guest safety, game protection and the public
trust.

2.

The system has to be scalable for the gradual replacement of our aged analog cameras and as a planned
expenditure.

3.
4.
5.

User friendliness for surveillance, security and casino
staff, many who are not efficient with computer use.

6.

Installation without interruptions to the monitoring of
a 24/7 casino operation.

A program that facilitated production of recorded video
evidence that meets legal and regulatory compliance
and that offered different formats exporting the best
evidence for recording quality, video management and
digital storage space.

Continued on next page
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System needed to be in compliance with the PRTC
Gaming Division requirements in terms of image
quality and storage capability.

7.

All challenges overcome, we started the migration. The
surveillance agents are really satisfied with the network video
surveillance solution and the time spent for investigations and
claims resolution was decreased significantly. The below pictures
show the before with analog and after with improved clarity
using the 2 mega-pixel camera, both in real-time record rates.”
Innovation is driving the trends for the adoption of new
technologies which must include training programs and how to
best use the technology for the benefit of the property. Ronald
Flores, CSP a Gaming Commissioner for Pechanga Gaming
Commission and a Surveillance Executive, says that “training is
also a significant contributor for surveillance that must establish
integrity for the property, Integrity becomes difficult to maintain due in part to some people that do not carry or support the
message. Oftentimes surveillance is treated as if we are not of
value; we must make ourselves invaluable. So today, we have to
have the intestinal fortitude to stand up and speak the truth. As
it has been said, truth is defensible.
Many times we bring in new agents they are trained on table
games because these games are believed to be most vulnerable,
but at what cost do we train on those same tables? Our training
needs to be broadened by leaps and bounds; our surveillance
gurus like Darrin Hoke and Douglas Florence have shown our
need for understanding the IT side of the industry. Often the
rookie or the tenured agent gets a call from purchasing, retail,
or warehouse and they have no clue as to what to look for or what
program to use, who to call to get the paper trail of data from
the purchasing director or restaurant deliveries. That is a vulnerablilty equally as dangerous as the table games.
IT has steadily become a department without which we
cannot live. As we all know those who hold the keys are those
who have the greatest risk of fraud and theft. Who watches IT?
How do we regulate the information from IT to our slot system,
our rewards club, our marketing people? What is being given
away for free? Unless we move forward with our surveillance
department’s understanding of Dataveillance and how it works to
direct us to potential fraud or losses, we will be left behind. We
have started with our surveillance agents having a better understanding with training in ethical hacking and security level certifi36
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cations. This will help us to move into the future by understanding programs, how and why they are made and understanding
how those programs can be cheated along with RFID cards.
Ronald recently attended a conference where he saw two
table games directors have a very big difference of opinion; the
first one says “Training! We need training” while the second says
“Technology! Training is not necessary because of the level of
technology.” Ronald believes it will have to be a marriage of both
and most of us in the technology sector would have to agree. We
can never forget the oldest scams are always the best. Does RFID
technology or the smart-shufflers keep the daub, nicks, sands and
all other markings off of the cards? To achieve a false shuffle do you
kick out the plug or step on the cord and rip it out of the machine?
Our business is based on decisions made by the hour for revenue so
do we have to be able to shuffle and get hands out when technology
fails? All it takes is the fear of not generating revenue.
With education and training providing a significant contribution to the gaming industry as innovations continue, attendance at IMGL conferences and other events where experts in
their fields from the IMGL discuss matters impacting Gaming
Law today is critical. Douglas Florence Sr., CPP VP for Affiliate
Members for the IMGL is also the ASIS International Council
Chair for the Gaming and Wagering Protection Council provides sessions for security, surveillance and investigations.
In conclusion, the use of HD video is truely driven by the
global consumer market that has been using HD in their homes
and businesses for almost a decade. What mobile telephone
doesn’t have a camera with megapíxel power? Shouldn’t our
casino operations meet this level of video clarity combined with
good “dataveillance” and proper training? There are some gaming
attorneys, regulators and casino executives who are making more
informed decisions today because of the innovations of technololgy while improving the public trust. ♣

Douglas L. Florence Sr., CPP has over 40 years of security
management experience that includes retail, corporate security
management consulting, risk management and investigations.
He is a recognized gaming and hospitality security/surveillance subject matter expert contributing to numerous documentaries and interviews. Authoring over 60 articles on
investigations, case resolution using technological aids and
behavioral observation techniques. Douglas, served as the founding Council Chair
for the ASIS Int’l Gaming & Wagering Protection Council founded in 1996 and
has served as the Vice President of Affiliate Membership for the IMGL International Masters of Gaming Law 2008-2017. 1-702-683-6016
douglas.florence@avigilon.com

New Developments: Security & Safety

Casino Slip and Fall Accidents
How Not
to Gamble
With Safety
By David B. Willis

A

trip to the casino can mean fun, excitement,
and hopefully financial rewards. Yet with
thousands of people visiting casinos each
day across the country, even when every
safety precaution is taken, accidents can
happen in casino restaurants, hotels, nightclubs, and in the
gambling areas.
According to a study conducted by the American Gaming
Association, U.S. casinos had a $240 billion economic impact
in 2013. Unfortunately, with all of that money at stake, casinos
are seen as a mecca to the plaintiff ’s bar. In fact, a number of
attorneys have specifically targeted casinos in their advertising. Lawyers in New Jersey, Las Vegas and Florida’s Gulf
Coast have focused blogs and websites on advising clients
regarding claims against casinos. “People just figure, well the
casinos have a ton of money so they can afford to pay these
claims,” indicated one prominent Las Vegas attorney.
The types of casino incidents these plaintiff attorneys
tend to seize on include food poisoning, shuttle bus accidents,
broken slot machine chairs, burns, and assaults — but by far,
the most commonplace (and most costly to the property owners) are slip and fall accidents. With tens of millions of people
visiting casinos each year, a disproportionate share of the costs
associated with slip and fall claims rests with casino operators
and their insurers.
The most common causes of slip and falls are obvious, and
it would seem because of this, easy fixes, but those don’t
always happen. We will take a closer look at the some of the
most common causes for slip and fall accidents and steps that
can be taken toward preventing them in the future.

Common causes of slip and fall accidents
(and how to help avoid them in the first place)

First, it’s important to examine some of the most common
causes (direct and indirect) of slip and fall accidents. Direct
causes are such things as spilled liquids, food, cracked or broken
tiles, mats, cracked or broken sidewalks, uneven steps, ice and
snow, potholes, and physical obstacles. Indirect causes include
inadequate or dim lighting, and missing handrails or
guardrails, among other things. Some of the most common
causes include:

Wet Floors. Food or beverages, rain, snow, and ice can be
deposited on the floor or tracked into buildings. In reviewing
housekeeping, maintenance, and cleaning policies, floors should
be cleaned during non-peak hours and the premises inspected
on a consistent and routine basis. Audits should be conducted,
and performance tracked and maintained. Caution/warning
signs need to be placed in close proximity to the actual spill or
wet area. These signs should be sufficient in number and placed
in a timely manner so as to provide proper warning.
Ice and Snow. A business is responsible for the sidewalks,
parking lots and landscaping on their property. Walkways may
include areas outside the sidewalks. In most cases, the law does
not require a business owner to remove snow and ice off the
property. However, if the weather causes an unusually heavy
accumulation of snow on the roof, and that snow then melts
Continued on next page
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and drips off onto the sidewalk and freezes on
the ground, the business owner could be held
responsible for an injury resulting from the ice
created by the melting and refreezing.
Misplaced Physical Objects. Misplaced mats,
furniture, door stops, moldings, fallen merchandise, power cords or wiring can all be the source
of a slip and fall injury.

“

By creating a culture
of safety, the impact
of implementing
these measures
has resulted in a
reduction in total
losses of nearly 15%
and a reduction in the
revenue required to
pay these losses
of almost 18%.

Congested Means of Ingress and Egress.
Business owners must ensure adequate means for
patrons to enter and exit the building or premises
without severe congestion. Heavy amounts of
congestion through obstructed areas could cause a business owner
to become liable for injuries stemming from the congestion.

■ Maintain proper liability insurance with
periodic policy reviews.

■ Improve safety through constant monitoring, setting benchmarks, and examining
policies and procedures.

Beyond these day-to-day safety procedures
and protocols, staff training, and monitoring/
inspections to ensure the safety of the casino
grounds, there are also some “big picture” planning principles that can be implemented. For example, it’s
important to measure (and
record) the slip resistance of
all floor surfaces (both wet
and dry) on the property.
A number of large
gaming companies have
started to address slip
and fall concerns by conducting floor slip resistance testing, which
establishes baseline benchmarks using a tribometer set
to ASTM requirements in order to
establish both dry and wet coefficients of friction for inside
and outside walking surfaces. They then monitor the findings and
conduct routine audits to ensure compliance with standards (and
promptly take any corrective action as required). It is critically
important to establish this baseline, in case of future claims.
Also, when considering the installation of new flooring,
management should take the opportunity at the initial design and
material selection stage to ensure that appropriate design and
materials are used, with safety top-of-mind. With respect to existing floors, if the internal floor slip resistance testing demonstrates
a below standard coefficient of friction, steps will need to be
taken to replace or apply various treatments to bring the flooring up to standard. Implementing a science-based, measurable,
benchmarked, and audited program can go a long way in limiting liability and capturing value for your organization.
One prominent east coast casino redesigned its main entryway and parking lot entrances and exits using many of these
principles, which resulted in a significant reduction in slip and fall
incidents and thus, the corresponding costs associated with
these incidents. By creating a culture of safety, the impact of implementing these measures has resulted in a reduction in total
losses of nearly 15% and a reduction in the revenue required to
pay these losses of almost 18%.

”

Inadequate Lighting. Dim or inadequate lighting can result in
liability by hiding hazards such as steps, curbs, potholes or uneven pavement (and it can also invite criminals to assault or steal
from patrons).

And a Note about Sidewalks. In some jurisdictions, the business owner is responsible for maintaining the sidewalk adjacent
to its property. In other jurisdictions, the business owner and
governmental entity share the responsibility for maintaining the
sidewalk.

Preventative steps can help avoid slip
and fall accidents

In addition to safety training, take time to survey a property –
note potential hazards and take immediate action to eliminate
these hazards. These steps include:
■ Maintain floors, sidewalks, aisles, and walkways at regular
intervals.
■ Provide regular training for employees regarding safety
measures and protocols with immediate reporting.

■ Create safety protocols and instruct employees in slip and
fall safety – create incident reports. Instruct employees on
procedures for assisting customers who have fallen –
emergency assistance police and rescue.

■ Conduct regular maintenance of outdoor areas including
sidewalks, play areas, and parking lots and, monitor and
repair landscaping, potholes, and lane markings, and remove
obstacles.
■ Maintain records of maintenance including actions to
remove and repair conditions. Make sure governmental
inspections are all passed and maintain proof of passing
scores.

■ Conduct daily safety surveillance of mats, carpeting floors,
lighting, litter, fallen merchandise, and uneven or buckled
flooring.
38
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What to do if a slip and fall accident occurs

Unfortunately, even when all of the necessary safety precautions are in place, slip and fall accidents can still happen.
Casino owners and operators should train staff (and periodically conduct drills on these slip and fall protocols) to make sure
everyone is prepared and trained for what to do, as the likely

first responders to slip and fall incidents:

■ Offer assistance – immediately call for medical attention,
police, and other first-responders, as appropriate.

■ Gather documentation – prepare a comprehensive
incident report, including witness statements and contact
information, and a statement from the injured party.
■ Secure video surveillance footage and/or take photographs of the scene and the claimant (if they allow you).
■ Report the incident to risk management, legal and the
insurance carrier.

■ Follow-up with claimants within 24 hours. Let them
know of your concern, and find out if they sought
medical attention. Also have a corporate representative
contact them within a few days, and maintain records of
all contact (and outcomes). If the area of the fall is
defective, make sure building operations and risk
management are aware of the hazard so that it can be
repaired as soon as possible.

■ Preserve evidence, i.e. a mat, floor tile, etc. DO NOT
conceal evidence. It can result in additional damages from
a separate cause of action for spoliation of evidence.
■ Monitor for and keep record of social media postings by
the claimant/plaintiff.

Slip and falls may still happen, so what’s next?

Even with the best of intentions, and with industry leading
policies and procedures, proper vigilance and pro-active maintenance and repair, slip and fall accidents will still occur. For
property owners in the casino or hospitality industries, it is
crucial to develop world class legal protocols designed to limit
liability and manage slip and falls when they do happen.
All strategies begin with an initial assessment or
audit. Establishing benchmarks through measurement
and then implementing constant monitoring followed up by
auditing those results will create a culture of safety that will
produce measureable cost savings. This culture of safety
may involve creating custom models designed to address
specific concerns or more broad applications to address
systemic problems.
In the final analysis, creating a culture of safety will produce a significant reduction in litigation costs. Even though
slip and falls may be a cost of doing business in a highly profitable and visible industry such as gaming, the safety of
guests, staff and other visitors does not have to take a back
seat to profit. ♣

David Willis, a trial attorney with more than 25 years
of litigation experience, focuses his national practice in
the defense of corporations in the areas of complex tort,
commercial, and employment law. He represents both
public and private corporations in the areas of hospitality,
specifically the food and beverage industry, franchise,
health care, transportation, and environmental law.
David has extensive multi-jurisdictional trial experience and has tried to
verdict over 50 cases in state and federal courts.

SWEDISH GAMBLING MONOPOLY
Continued from page 29

EU Law in each individual case.
In the Rosengren case, however, the CJEU did not confer to
the Swedish Supreme Court, which requested a preliminary ruling, any independent latitude for action. The preliminary ruling
left practically no discretion to the Swedish Court and effectively
settled the case.
As was clear, the proportionality principle’s significance
has varied when it concerned the Swedish alcohol and pharmaceutical monopolies. The foundation upon which the monopolies
were built has not been subjected to any proportionality test. The
reason for this, as became apparent, was that no proportionality
test had been done up to this point under the framework of
article 31 EG. Only when measures fall outside the areas of
application of this article, such as in the Gourmet (see above) and
Rosengren cases, has the proportionality principle had any decisive
significance.
The Swedish gaming regulation allows offering, participation and marketing of cross-border gaming services, and the
Government owns and controls two of the major gaming
providers and marketing investors on the Swedish market. From
the point of view of the consumer, the market is flooded with
easily accessible gaming products and marketing messages. The
actual design and concrete functioning of the Swedish regulatory regime makes it impossible to claim that Swedish public policy aims to limit gambling in society. Moreover, very few
restrictions exist for foreign private operators to offer and market gaming services to Swedish customers.2
Hence, the EU legal question in a nutshell is whether the
remains of the Swedish gambling monopoly—the prohibition to
promote participation in cross-border gaming services, seen as a
restriction of the right to freely offer services cross-border in the
EU—could be justified on grounds of public health or public order.
It seems fairly rational to conclude that if the Swedish relatively coherent and systematic alcohol monopoly does not survive a proportionality-test performed by both the CJEU and a
national court of last instance, the incoherent and unsystematic
Swedish gambling monopoly is not likely to survive. Compared
to the alcohol monopoly, the gambling monopoly could be characterized as the horror cabinet of Madame Tussauds’.
The EU law challenges against the marketing prohibition
have been numerous. The prohibition has continuously been justified with reference to public health concerns. This may seem
puzzling since the social science is pretty clear regarding the lack
of a causal link between the marketing prohibition and any positive health effects. The justification seems even more misguided
with regards to the virtual flood of legal marketing channels
available to Swedish customers. In this environment, it’s scientifically impossible to discern any cause and effect relations. Needless to say, these factual circumstances are of fundamental
importance for the EU law conformity of the Swedish gambling
policy. If the Government can’t prove that the policy in reality
limits gambling and that the marketing prohibition has positive
effects on public health, the policy constitutes an illegal restriction
on the freedom to provide services granted by the EU Treaty.3 ♣
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CUBA

Casinos Past, Casinos Future (?)
By William N. Thompson

uring the 1950s, Cuba offered the gambler several of the
leading casino facilities in the world. There was little
doubt, however, that the gaming was connected to
organized crime personalities in the United States as well as to
the military dictator Fulgencio Batista. Both entities skimmed
considerable sums of money from the casino operations. Cuba
also had both public and private lotteries, a first-class racing
facility, and jai alai fontons. All the gambling activity came to a
halt after Fidel Castro engineered a successful rebellion and
took over the reins of power in January 1959. Repeated attempts
by casino owners and the new government to negotiate a continuation of casino gaming were unsuccessful. It has been suggested that—as a result—U.S. crime interests were involved in
attempts to overthrow the Castro regime, both in the abortive
Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961 and in several assassination
attempts on the new dictator’s life. An entire tourism infrastructure subsequently slipped into decay during the five
decades of Fidel Castro’s rule. Today that rule has been passed
to Fidel’s younger brother Raul Castro, and now there are
voices suggesting that Cuba may soon seek to restore its
tourism industry and may even contemplate reopening casinos.

D
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The island of Cuba was colonized and controlled by the
Spanish government for four centuries, until a revolution
developed in the 1890s. When the United States declared war
on Spain in 1898, the revolution became successful, and independence was gained for the Cuban people. Authorities in the
United States, however, sought to keep many controls over the
Cuban people. American war troops were not removed until
1902, and even after the Cubans elected a new government
under President Jose Miguel Gomez that year, the United
States “negotiated” to have a major naval base at Guantanamo
Bay. Other commercial interests in the United States also continued their economic domination over much of Cuba. These
interests had been in Cuba for many years before the revolution. Many Americans looked at the seaside location called
Marianao, ten miles outside of the city of Havana, and found
it to be a desirable place to live, engage in real estate transactions, and start tourism resorts.
A local group known as the 3 C’s (named for Carlos Miguel
de Cespedes, Jose Manuel Cortina, and Carlos Manuel de la
Cruz) formed a tourism company that sought to build a casino
in Marianao. In 1910, they proposed legislation in the National

Hotel Riviera (left) in Havana, Cuba.
Riviera was the playground of
American gangsters before
the Cuban revolution.

Congress that would have permitted the casino and also would
have granted them an exclusive thirty-year concession to
operate it. At a time when the Americans in Cuba saw the
casino as “opportunity,” Americans in the United States were
in a wave of anti-sin social reform. This was the same year
that the casinos of Nevada closed their doors and the Prohibition movement was being organized. U.S. President
William Howard Taft was lobbied hard by church interests
to reject casino gambling so close to our shores. During the
Spanish American War, President William McKinley had
decreed that there be no more bullfighting in Cuba, calling
the activity a disgraceful outrage. Taft, as expected, “bullied” the
Cuban Congress to follow U.S. wishes as well. The casino legislation failed to pass. A second attempt was made to have casinos with
taxes designed to support $1.5 million in construction of facilities
for tourism in Marianao. One New Yorker, who had a contract to
build a jai alai fonton and a grandstand for racing, sought to change
Taft’s mind on the issue, but again, casinos were defeated as a result
of the moralist campaign in the United States.
However, gambling was in the cards for Cuba. In 1915,
Havana’s Oriental Park opened for horse racing. In 1919, casino
promoters promised that they would build the streets and plazas
for Marianao if they could have casinos. President Mario Menocal,
who had been elected in 1917, supported a bill for casinos. The
national legislature authorized a gambling hall for the resort on 5
August 1919. The 3 C’s group won the right to run the facility. In
addition to land improvements for tourism, they agreed to a
national tax that was designated for the health and welfare of poor
mothers and their children. At the same time, President Menocal’s
family won a concession to have jai alai games in Marianao. The
tourism push was on, and patrons from the United States were the
primary market, especially after Prohibition of alcoholic consumption came into effect for the whole country in 1919. The Roaring
Twenties roared just outside of Havana. Several new luxurious
hotels opened, each having a gaming room. Each successive presidency endorsed tourism and welcomed all investors. Even Al
Capone opened a pool hall in Marianao in 1928. Then the Depression came, and so too did a movement for general social reform.
Leaders openly condemned the degradation of casino gaming
and other sin activities that had been widely offered to tourists. In
1933, the casinos were closed, and the Prohibition ended in the
United States. The economy floundered. The next year, army

The White Palace is one of many well preserved mansions
in the resort community that were casinos during the Batista era.

sergeant Fulgencio Batista was able to oust Pres. Ramon Grau San
Martin and install his own government. He ruled as chief of staff
of the army while another held the presidency. At first Batista tried
to bolster the notion of cultural tourism, but he could not resist
allowing casinos to reopen—under the control of the military.
Batista was very concerned about the honesty of the games. For
sure, he would be skimming. If players were being cheated, however, he knew there soon would be no players. The house odds
could give the casinos only enough profits to pay off the generals
and the politicians. Games had to be honest. Batista turned to a
person who understood this and other dynamics of the casino
industry very well—Meyer Lansky. Lansky took over casino
operations, and he imported dealers who would work for him and
not behind his back. The Mob cleaned things up in all the casinos.
Because of World War II and postwar disincentives for foreign
travel by Americans, however, the casino activity was rather dormant through the 1940s. Nonetheless, Havana attracted more persons of bad reputation. In 1946, Salvatore “Lucky” Luciano moved
in to conduct heroin trade and to be involved with the Jockey
Club and the Casino Nacional. Lansky was influential in persuading the government to expel this competitor.
Fulgencio Batista won the presidency on his own in 1940. In
1944 and 1948, he permitted Grau San Martin and Carlos Prio
Socarras to win open elections; however, he remained very much
a controlling element. In 1952, while a candidate for the presidency,
he sensed he had no chance of victory. Batista executed a coup and
took the reins of power by force. Subsequent elections were rigged,

Continued on next page
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“

Four of the five largest Havana casinos were in the hands of U.S. mobsters. As newer
properties such as the Havana Hilton, the Riviera, Hotel Capri, and the Intercontinental Hotel
came on line, Mob hands were involved in the action. Meyer Lansky was always the leader
of the group. He kept the games honest, and he kept the political skim money flowing in the
correct directions. When someone got out of line, he gave the word, and Batista could
make a great show about throwing a mobster out of the country.

Continued from previous page

and Batista remained in power until the beginning of 1959. During
this latter period of rule, casino development greatly accelerated.
Prior to 1950, only five casinos were in operation, and a brief
reform spirit in 1950 led the government to close them. Commercial pressures, however, led to a reopening before Batista conducted
his coup. The casinos now offered large numbers of slot machines
for play. By the mid-decade, new Cuban hotels were attracting
large investments from the United States, as the gambling operations were quite lucrative. Foreign operators, however, still had
ties to organized crime members. A major incentive for a renewed
interest in Cuban gaming came from the U.S. Senate Kefauver
investigations that were exposing illegal gambling operations in
the United States. Organized crime members were being run out
of places such as Newport, Kentucky; Hot Springs, Arkansas; and
New Orleans, Louisiana. At first, they gravitated toward Las
Vegas; then Nevada instituted tough licensing requirements
that precluded their participation in operations there. Cuba, the
Bahamas, and Haiti became desired locations. Four of the five
largest Havana casinos were in the hands of U.S. mobsters. As

Museum of the Revolution in Havana, Cuba. The palace was the
headquarters of the Cuban government for 40 years.
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newer properties such as the Havana Hilton, the Riviera, Hotel
Capri, and the Intercontinental Hotel came on line, Mob hands
were involved in the action. Meyer Lansky was always the
leader of the group. He kept the games honest, and he kept the
political skim money flowing in the correct directions. When
someone got out of line, he gave the word, and Batista could make
a great show about throwing a mobster out of the country.
In addition to enhancing casino gambling, Batista also improved
revenues of the national lottery by inaugurating daily games.
In 1958, things seemed to be on a roll just when Fidel Castro
gathered strength for his military takeover. Revelations in the New
York Times about Mob involvement in Cuban casinos dampened
tourist enthusiasm, as did the fear of impending violence. The
names of Jake Lansky (Meyer’s younger brother), Salvatore Trafficante, and Joseph Silesi were added to the lists of unsavory participants in the industry.
Fidel Castro was born in 1926, the son of an affluent sugarcane planter. He attended a Catholic school in Santiago de Cuba
before entering the University of Havana as a law student in 1945.
There he began his career as a political activist and revolutionary.
He participated in an attempt to overthrow the government of Dominican
Republic strongman Rafael Trujillo
and disrupted an international meeting
of the Organization of American
States in Bogota in 1948. He sought a
peaceful way to power in 1952 as he
ran for Congress; however, the contest
was voided when Batista seized power
and cancelled the election. In 1953,
Castro took part in an unsuccessful
raid on the government; he was captured and imprisoned for a year. He
was released by Batista as part of a
general amnesty program, but he kept
up his revolutionary efforts, leading another unsuccessful raid in 1956. His
third try was his charm, as he successfully moved through rural Cuba
during 1958, attacking Havana at the
end of the year and driving Batista
from office.
When Castro’s forces descended
on Havana on New Year’s Eve 1958,
there were thirteen casinos in Havana.
The hotel casinos represented a collective investment of tens of millions
of dollars. Lansky’s Riviera alone cost $14 million. Several owners and operators did not want to join Batista in his hasty exile

out of the country, even after revolutionary rioters had smashed up
many of their gaming rooms. They wanted to hold on to what had
been a very good thing. That would be difficult, however. Castro
had waged a revolutionary media campaign that condemned the
sin industries of Cuba and their connections to the Batista government. Castro pledged that he would close down the casinos.
Castro was good to his word on this score, at least at the
beginning. He also stopped the national lottery from operating.
Meyer Lansky, on the other hand, pledged that he would work with
the new government, and casinos were temporarily reopened,
ostensibly to protect the jobs of their 4,000 workers. However, the
reopenings were short-lived. The casinos closed for good (under
the Castro regime) in late 1960. Castro’s frontal attack on the Mob
and its casino interests in Havana had political consequences in the
United States, where the Central Intelligence Agency planned the
1961 Bay of Pigs invasion to overthrow Castro and also may have
contracted with organized crime operatives to attempt to
assassinate the new leader.
The fall of the Batista regime and the end of Cuban casinos
had repercussions throughout the gaming industry. Nevada
lost its strongest competitive market, and Cuban operatives and
owners had to move. The ones that could be licensed went to Las
Vegas, as did many of the dealers and other casino workers. Others had to find unregulated or under-regulated jurisdictions. Haiti
and the Dominican Republic were close at hand, as was The
Bahamas. Most of the gaming entrepreneurs in these jurisdictions had Cuban experiences, as did many who went to London to
open casinos after 1960 legislation gave unregulated charity gaming halls a green light. Lansky, George Raft, and Dino Cellini were
principals in London’s Colony Club until they were expelled from
the country. Former Nevada lieutenant governor Cliff Jones of
Las Vegas had been active in Cuba. He had made a choice between
Nevada gaming and foreign gaming when the “foreign gaming”
rule was adopted in Nevada (the rule prohibited Nevada casino
licensees from having casinos outside of the state). He chose to be
involved in foreign gaming and therefore could not return to Las

Vegas. Instead, Jones began campaigns in one small country after
another to legalize casinos and then began operations that he
would later sell to (or share with) local parties for high profits.
Clearly, the activity of Castro in closing down Havana gaming
caused a major spread of gaming elsewhere.
The Cuban national lottery, while closed in 1959, was permitted to resume operations by Castro. At first Castro allowed the creation of a savings bond lottery, under which all bettors kept their
initial wager, but they were paid lottery win prizes instead of interest on their investment. Interest in casinos for Cuba persists as many
casino companies eagerly awaited the passing of Fidel Castro. However, even under his regime, in 2013, a casino cruise ship from
Canada was allowed to make port in Havana.
Current interest in having new Cuban casinos has a definite
Florida touch. In that nearby American state casino gaming has
begun with both Native American reservation casinos as well as machine gaming on race courses. Many Florida operators are staunchly
opposed to new Cuban casinos fearing direct competition. On the
other hand, Florida interests are also expressing great desires to get
on board and participate in new openings. The arena for new legalization fights is being set up at this moment. ♣
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2017 SCHEDULE
APRIL 26-27
IMGL
Masterclass
Masterc
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San Diego,
California

JUNE 9-11
IMGL
Masterclass
Masterclass
at NCLGS

IMGL Spring Confer
Conference
ence
MAYY 10-12 • Turnberry Isle, Miami, Florida
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Denver,
Colorado

JULYY 11-14
JUL
IMGL
Masterclass
Masterclass
at iGaming
Super Show
Amsterdam,
the Netherlands

OCTOBER 31-NOVEMBER 1

IMGL Autumn Confer
Conference
ence
SEPTEMBER 10-12 • Copenhagen, Denmark
Visit the IMGL website for all of the latest event information as it is added.
For information on sponsorships or speaker opportunities for IMGL
conferences, contact Morten Ronde at morten@imgl.org.
For additional information on any upcoming events, contact Sue McNabb,
Executive Director at sue@imgl.org.
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